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ABSTRACT
The usefulness of accounting data is directly dependent on the presentation and
interpretation of the data (DeSanctis and Jarvenpaa 1989; Brown-Liburd et al. 2015; Cao et al.
2015). While both corporate accounting and public accounting have a large focus on data
analytics and visualizations, accountants in both fields have reported to have minimal experience
creating visualizations and observe a growing use of visualizations within their role (Krumwiede
2019; Buchheit et al. 2020; Gibson et al. 2020). Vessey (1991) finds that the appropriateness of a
visualization can impact a user’s decision-making performance. Although prior studies have
provided suggestions of when to use a specific graph type, there is no empirical evidence
regarding the relation between the use of specific graph types and analytical performance.
An analysis of Fortune 100 annual reports revealed that a variety of different graph types
are used to display accounting data, with the most common graph types being line graphs, pie
graphs, and stacked column graphs. Bar graphs and line graphs are predominantly used to
display comparison data over time while pie graphs and stacked column graphs are
predominantly used to display compositional data. Little is known, however, about the relative
efficacy of different graph types to display different kinds of accounting data. There are
suggestions in the practitioner literature that some graph types are more optimal than others for
certain kinds of data, however these suggestions have not been subjected to rigorous empirical
testing. In this study, I examine if there is a difference in decision efficiency or effectiveness
when given either a bar or line graph for a comparison task and when given either a pie or
stacked column graph for a compositional task. I examine both tasks in a setting of high
component complexity and low component complexity to investigate if the performance
v

differences are present in both instances. I also investigate if a user’s cognitive load when
completing a task mediates the relation between graph type and decision-making performance.
From the results of this study, I find that line graph users have significantly greater
decision sensitivity (ability to identify true positives) than bar graph users when completing
comparison tasks of either high or low component complexity. I also find that accounting
professionals have significantly greater decision sensitivity than graduate students. Interestingly,
while I find that line graph users have greater decision sensitivity, I also find that bar graph users
have significantly greater decision specificity (ability to identify true negatives) and overall
accuracy. For the comparison task, I find no difference in decision efficiency between line graph
users and bar graph users. For the compositional task, I find no differences in decision efficiency
or effectiveness when comparing the performance of pie graph and stacked column graph users.
Lastly, I do not find evidence to suggest that cognitive load mediates the relation between graph
type and performance on accounting data analytic tasks.

vi

INTRODUCTION
The usefulness of accounting data is directly dependent on the presentation and
interpretation of the data (DeSanctis and Jarvenpaa 1989; Brown-Liburd et al. 2015; Cao et al.
2015). As the use of accounting data analytics continues to grow, interpreting accounting data
has become significantly more challenging due to increases in the size, complexity, and number
of sources of data corresponding to accounting datasets (Vasarhelyi et al. 2015; Warren et al.
2015). According to the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, data visualizations
serve as an analytic tool and can aid accountants in interpreting audit data analytics (AICPA
2017). Large accounting firms, specifically the Big 4 accounting firms, have invested heavily in
data visualization tools to aid auditors in analyzing trends and relationships in large datasets
(Deloitte 2016; KPMG 2018; PwC 2019; EY 2021; PCAOB 2021). Kelton and Yang (2008) as
well as Gunn (2007) find that companies are increasing the use of data visualizations in their
financial reporting and analytical processes. Companies have tremendous amounts of data
produced by Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Balance Scorecard systems and have
turned to data visualizations to produce an understanding of their accounting data (Edwards
2005; Huerta and Jensen 2017; Prokofieva 2021). Prior literature has found that the type of
visualization used to present data can change a decision maker’s task performance (Shaft and
Vessey 2006). The goal of this study is to provide empirical evidence of how the use of an
appropriate (inappropriate) graph type can lead to optimal (suboptimal) decision-making
outcomes.
Prior studies have surveyed both external auditors and managerial accountants and found
that both auditors and accountants report to have low familiarity with creating, analyzing, and
1

interpreting visualizations (Rose et al. 2017; Krumwiede 2019; Buchheit et al. 2020; Gibson et
al. 2020). While audit firms have positive perceptions of using data analytics in the audit process,
auditors report that they have minimal experience with data visualizations and often fail to
recognize which graph type is most optimal for analyzing patterns and detecting anomalies
(Buchheit et al. 2020; Baaske 2021). The Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) recently
surveyed 161 managerial accountants and 800 accounting managers and found that not only do
accountants report low skill levels and familiarity with data visualizations, but they also have
noticed a trend of data visualizations becoming more utilized in their job role. Low familiarity
and a lack of guidance surrounding data visualizations along with the reported increasing use of
data visualizations and analytics within our field motivate this study, in which I seek to provide
guidance on how the use of appropriate graph types can lead to optimal decision-making
performance. Both Buchheit et al. (2020) and Baaske (2021) call for further guidance regarding
how audit outcomes and task performance are affected from the use of data visualizations.
While the term visualizations can include an array of visual type such as pictures,
screenshots, videos, or graphs, this study focuses specifically on data visualizations which are
defined as graphical representations of information and data used to understand trends, outliers,
and patterns in data (Tableau 2021) 1. To further explore how accountants design data
visualizations, I examined 200 annual reports of Fortune 100 companies between the years of
2017 and 2019. Within the 200 annual reports, 712 graphs were used to present financial data
and an additional 575 graphs were used to present non-financial data. Of the graph types used in

Visualizations in this study are referring to only static data visualizations. Visualizations could be interactive by
incorporating features such as filters and animation; however, interactive visualizations are beyond the scope of this
study. A static data visualization is a graph that cannot be manipulated or changed by the user. This study is limited
to a setting where a decision maker is presented with a static graph and asked to complete an analytical task.

1
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the annual reports, the four most used graph types were: bar graphs which accounted for fiftyfive percent of total graph use, line graphs which accounted for twenty-six percent, stacked
column graphs which accounted for ten percent, and pie graphs which accounted for eight
percent. The remaining two percent were distributed between scatter plot, radius, heat map, and
bubble graphs. A noticeable finding from the annual report graphs that could lead to suboptimal
decision-making performance is the variation in the choice of graph type used to display the
same accounting data. An optimal graph can decrease complexity in a task environment and lead
to faster information processing than suboptimal graph (Vessey 1991; Sweller 1999; Knaflic
2015). When comparing revenues over time bar graphs were used for 81 percent of the graphs
and line graphs were used for 19 percent of the graphs. Composition data such as revenue by
operating segment or region was also displayed in different graph types and was displayed
through pie graphs for 51 percent of the graphs and stacked column charts for the remaining 49
percent. Due to companies having different quantities of operating segments, the number of
components displayed on these graphs fluctuated throughout the sample. Table 1 shows a
summary of the data gathered from the annual report graph analysis. In light of the wide
variation in practice of the types of graphs used to display accounting data, as revealed in my
preliminary analysis of annual report graphs, I posit that it is worth investigating whether the
graph type and number of components displayed on a graph affect a decision maker’s task
performance when performing accounting data analytics tasks.
Graphs can be used to accomplish a variety of tasks and understanding the task at hand is
the first step to selecting an optimal graph (Abela 2008). Abela (2008) identifies that graphs can
be used to accomplish four categories of tasks which are: 1) identifying relationships, 2) making
comparisons, 3) analyzing the distribution of data, and 4) analyzing the composition of data.
3

Abela (2008) specifically identifies the comparison of sales over time as an example of a
comparison task. In addition to identifying the task at hand, Abela (2008) suggests that we
should consider the characteristics of a data set such as the number of periods and items
displayed on a graph when identifying which graph to use. Based on the data from annual reports
indicating that bar and line graphs are commonly used to display revenue comparisons over time
and that Abela (2008) recommends bar graphs and line graphs for comparison tasks, my study
explores the differences in decision-making performance when given a comparison task and
either a bar or line graph. The annual report data also finds that stacked column graphs and pie
graphs are the third and fourth most commonly used graph types. Due to stacked column graphs
and pie graphs displaying compositional data in the annual reports and Abela’s (2008)
recommendation of using stacked column graphs and pie graphs for compositional tasks, this
study also explores the difference in decision-making performance for these two graphs when
performing a compositional task.

4

Table 1
Analysis of Graph Use by Data Classification in Fortune 100 Annual Reports 2
Graph Type 3

Revenue

Bar
(Comparison)

82

232

Balance
Sheet
Accounts
27

28

245

733

(60.70%) 4

(90.10%)

(86.60%)

(56.20%)

(65.10%)

(35.70%)

(55.00%)

25

4

8

6

5

292

340

(12.80%)

(4.40%)

(3.00%)

(12.50%)

(11.60%)

(42.50%)

(25.50%)

13

4

22

10

2

76

127

(6.60%)

(4.40%)

(8.20%)

(20.80%)

(4.70%)

(11.10%)

(9.50%)

36

1

6

3

8

58

112

(18.40%)

(1.10%)

(2.20%)

(6.30%)

(18.60%)

(8.40%)

(8.40%)

3

0

0

2

0

16

21

(1.5%)

(0%)

(0%)

(4.2%)

(0%)

(2.30%)

(1.60%)

196

91

268

48

43

687

1,333

Line
(Comparison)
Stacked Column
(Composition)
Pie
(Composition)
Other
Total

119

Earnings

Net
Income

Other Financial
Performances

Non-Financial
Performances

N

Data were gathered from 200 annual reports ranging from 2017 to 2019. Data were then classified as 1) revenue when the graph displayed sales or revenues, 2)
earnings when the graph displayed earnings per share or other earning metrics such as EBITDA, 3) net income when the graph displayed net income or other
income statement metrics such as expenses or operating margins, 4) balance sheet accounts when the graph displayed a specific asset, liability, or equity account,
5) other financial performances when graph displayed financial metrics that did not fit other financial classifications such as overhead ratios, and 6) non-financial
performances when the graph displayed stock performance, customer acquisition, and corporate social responsibility data.
3
Graph type includes the graph name and the type of task most commonly performed with each graph type.
4
The percentages in parenthesis represent the percent of the column total.
2
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To identify how using various graph types can impact decision-making outcomes, I first
refer to the Extended Cognitive Fit Model (Shaft and Vessey 2006). Cognitive fit theory was first
introduced by Vessey (1991) who found that the appropriateness or fit of a visualization to a task
can impact a user’s decision-making performance. The term “fit” is defined by Vessey (1991) as
the ability of problem-solving aids (such as graphs) to support task strategies required to perform
the task. Vessey (1991) also refers to “fit” in terms of how well the nature of the problem
representation matches the nature of the task at hand. In the Shaft and Vessey (2006) Extended
Cognitive Fit Model, the appropriateness or fit of a decision maker’s internal and external
problem representations along with the task at hand influence a decision maker’s mental
representation of the task solution. Having a fitting mental representation of the task at hand
leads to decision makers having greater problem-solving performance.
Internal problem representations include knowledge, experience, and innate
characteristics of the decision maker. Recently, Baaske (2021) investigated how a decision
maker’s internal mindset of a problem might lead them to selecting suboptimal visualizations.
External problem representations such as a graph, image, or visualization present the problem to
the decision maker in a visual form. Shaft and Vessey’s (2006) Extended Cognitive Fit Model
proposes that a more fitting external problem representation, such as a graph type that more
appropriately presents the data, can lead to a more fitting mental representation of the task
solution, and result in a decision maker having greater decision-making performance. BrownLiburd et al. (2015) find that adopting appropriate data analytics tools such as visualizations is an
important factor for overcoming challenges presented with accounting data analytics.
From the Extended Cognitive Fit Model, I expect that more (less) fitting graphs will
result in favorable (unfavorable) decision-making performance. To investigate the mechanism
6

underlying this phenomenon, I draw from cognitive load theory and the gestalt theory of visual
perception (Koffka 1935; Sweller 1988). Cognitive load theory predicts that the way a problem
is addressed can lead to a decision maker expending higher or lower amounts of working
memory to complete the task (Sweller 1988). When presented with an identical task, I propose
that a more appropriate (or fitting) graph type could reduce the load on working memory and
therefore lead to improved decision-making performance.
Academic literature has yet to provide empirical evidence of which graph type is most
appropriate to use when completing comparison or compositional tasks. Limited guidance from
prior studies have been mainly focused on providing recommendations to practitioners (Abela
2008; Knaflic 2015). These studies form their recommendations based on findings of user
perception, information recall ability, and author experience rather than theory. Abela (2008)
developed the Abela chart chooser tool which gives decision makers a suggested graph to use for
specific data scenarios, but this chart chooser has yet to be empirically tested. Abela (2008) bases
his recommendations of which graph to use based on the findings that distraction and clutter
reduce a decision maker’s ability to recall information (Mayer 2001; Bergen, Grimes, & Potter
2005), and that personality types do not impact task performance when given a particular graph
type (So & Smith 2003). While studies considered during the development of the Abela chart
chooser have focused on user recall tasks, very few studies considered by Abela (2008)
examined a user’s analytical performance (Spence and Lewandowsky 1991; Hollands and
Spence 2001). Spence and Lewandowsky (1991) find that pie graphs and stacked column graphs
lead to similar performance when analyzing compositional data, but Hollands and Spence (2001)
find that users spend more time analyzing pie graphs than stacked column graphs. Abela (2008)
does not reference any additional studies that examine analytical performance between other
7

graph types such as line graphs and bar graphs. While Abela (2008) and Knaflic (2015) provide
suggestions of when to use specific graph types, the goal of my study is to provide empirical
evidence regarding decision-makers’ analytical performance when using line graphs or bar
graphs for comparison tasks, and when using pie graphs or stacked column graphs for
compositional tasks.
The Abela chart chooser also suggests that the appropriateness of graph types can change
based on the number of items displayed on a graph. Wood (1986) identifies three analytical
dimensions of task complexity which are: component complexity, coordinative complexity, and
dynamic complexity. Component complexity refers to the number of information cues a decision
maker must process to complete a task, such as the number of items displayed on a graph
(Naylor and Dickinson 1969; Wood 1986). As the number of information cues that need to be
analyzed for a task increases, the component complexity portion of task complexity increases as
well (Naylor and Dickinson 1969; Wood 1986). Coordinative complexity refers to the relation
between task inputs and task products, and dynamic complexity refers to the number of times a
user must adapt to a change in the task being performed. In this study, I focus solely on
component complexity, due to coordinative complexity not being present in static graphs since
they are not interactive or requiring task inputs. In this study, dynamic complexity is not present
since the task being completed by a user does not change. Abela (2008) suggests that as the
number of items (component complexity) in a graph changes, graph type appropriateness and the
optimal graph type change as well. While prior research has not provided evidence of the
appropriateness of graphs changing based on component complexity, this study aims to
investigate this phenomenon and to test the suggestions made by the Abela chart chooser. The
research questions I investigate in this study are: (1) Does decision effectiveness and/or decision
8

efficiency improve when there is a better fit between graph type and task? and (2) Does the
component complexity of a graph influence the fit between graph type and task?
Knaflic (2015) also provides suggestions regarding the selection of graph type. Knaflic
(2015) draws on her experience at Google and identifies features and preferences to creating
graphs. Knaflic (2015 p.71) agrees with Abela (2008) and states that “clutter is your enemy” but
further identifies that features resulting in clutter such as a secondary y-axis or third dimension
should never be used in a visualization. Contrary to Abela (2008), Knaflic (2015) suggests that
pie charts should never be used. While Abela (2008) and Knaflic (2015) provide
recommendations of graph type appropriateness, software applications such as Microsoft Excel
provide recommendations of graph types that can be contrary to both Abela (2008) and Knaflic
(2015). For example, when creating a graph for comparison data that changes over time for few
periods, Microsoft Excel recommends a line graph by default for data containing two items, and
a bar graph for data containing five items. This is contrary to Abela (2008) who would suggest
the use of a bar graph for the graph containing two items and a line graph for the graph
containing five items. Knowing that an external problem representation such as a graph type can
change a decision maker’s task performance (Shaft and Vessey 2006), this study aims to provide
empirical evidence and explain how an appropriate (inappropriate) graph type can lead to
optimal (suboptimal) decision-making outcomes.
The gestalt theory of visual perception finds that visualizations have intrinsic value such
as structure, configuration, and layout, that could lead to visualizations being either more or less
fitting for the task at hand (Graham 2008). Gestalt theory identifies specific principles of
visualizations that create intrinsic value and could yield favorable outcomes. Koffka (1935
p.176) summarizes gestalt theory by stating “the whole is something else than the sum of its
9

parts” and identified the following five gestalt principles: (1) Figure/ground, (2) Proximity, (3)
Closure, (4) Similarity, and (5) Continuation. Of these gestalt principles that encompass all
visualizations, data visualizations primarily focus on the principles of proximity and similarity
when comparing different graph types. The principle of proximity finds that users perceive
objects in a graph that are close together as part of a group, and objects that are apart are viewed
as separate components. The principle of similarity finds that objects are grouped together if they
are similar in size, shape, or direction. Since the inception of gestalt theory, additional gestalt
principles have been created. Palmer and Rock (1994) discover that decision-makers process
data connected between data points as one group of data and called this phenomenon the gestalt
principle of connectedness. Prior research has found that bar graphs and line graphs capitalize on
different principles of gestalt theory such as the principle of proximity and similarity of x-axis
variables for bar graphs and the principle of connectedness and similarity of legend variables for
line graphs (Ali and Pebbles 2011; 2013; Pebbles and Ali 2015).
Based on gestalt theory principles, I hypothesize that when displaying graphs of
comparison data, changing over time for few periods such as quarter-to-quarter revenues of
operating segments, decision-makers using line graphs will have favorable decision efficiency
compared to decision-makers using bar graph. I expect that the similarity of legend variables
found in line graphs will outweigh the principles of bar graphs which focus on x-axis variables,
due to users inherently understanding that temporal data progresses over time from left to right
on the x-axis. From the benefit of the principle of similarity, I expect line graph users to be more
efficient with their response times when analyzing both the high and low component complexity
graphs. Drawing from cognitive load theory, I also hypothesize that the gestalt principle of
connectedness and similarity associated with line graphs will result in significantly greater
10

effectiveness than bar graphs when graphs have high component complexity, but not when
graphs have low component complexity. When analyzing high component complexity graphs
containing comparison data, I propose that the gestalt principle of connectedness associated with
line graphs will aid users in processing temporal data, and ultimately yield greater decision
accuracy than bar graph users. In contrast, when analyzing low component complexity graphs, I
hypothesize that the cognitive load experienced by users is already low and therefore, there will
be no difference in decision accuracy between bar graphs and line graphs.
While gestalt theory provides guidance when comparing bar graphs and line graphs, there
is very little guidance to suggest if pie graphs or stacked column graphs will be more fitting for
compositional data. Prior research has found mixed results when evaluating the decision-making
performance of users viewing pie charts and some research has called into question the use of pie
charts in general. Eells (1926) found that pie charts outperform stacked column charts while
Cleveland and McGill (1984) found the exact opposite. Spence and Lewandowsky (1991) further
investigate decision-making performance of pie graphs and stacked column graphs and find that
pie graphs have a slight advantage over stacked column graphs when making complex judgments
such as analyzing pairs of components on the graphs. Spence and Lewandowsky (1991) find
marginal performance differences between the two graph types when analyzing individual
components of the graphs. In a properly designed pie or stacked column graph, many of the
gestalt principles are not applicable due to the nature of the graphs. Principles such as proximity,
similarity, and continuation are not applicable due to both pie and stacked column graphs not
having spatial distancing between data or crossing data points. Other principles of gestalt theory
such as figure/ground (how easily figures are distinguished from their background), and closure
(ability to close gaps of missing data) are not applicable to pie or stacked column graphs because
11

a properly designed graph would use a distinguishable background color and a complete dataset.
While the gestalt theory of visual perceptions does not propose a principle that would lead to a
significant difference in performance between the two graph types, cognitive fit theory would
suggest that using different external problem representations can affect decision-making
performance. Therefore, I investigate the following research questions: (1) Does decision
effectiveness and/or decision efficiency improve for compositional tasks when presented with a
stacked column graph or a pie graph? and (2) Does the component complexity presented in the
graphs influence the fit between the graph type and task? As a result, I explore pie graphs and
stacked column graphs for numerous reasons, including the lack of theoretical guidance. I also
explore these two graph types to address the conflicting findings in prior literature regarding the
appropriate use of each graph type (Eells 1926; Cleveland and McGill 1984; Spence and
Lewandowsky 1991). Lastly, I explore pie and stacked column graphs based on their extensive
use in annual reports. 5
To test my hypotheses, I perform two experiments. Each experiment employs a two stage
2x2 between-within mixed design and manipulates graph type between participants and
component complexity within participants. Component complexity was manipulated withinparticipants, and each participant completed a task of high component complexity and a separate
task of low component complexity. Graph type was manipulated between participants, and each
participant was given one graph type for both the high and low complexity task. In stage one
(referred to as the comparison task), participants either received line graphs or bar graphs, and
completed a task involving a high component complexity graph and a separate task involving a

In the preliminary annual report data collected, companies chose pie graphs (51%) or stacked column graphs
(49%) to display compositional financial data.

5
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low component complexity graph. In stage two (referred to as the compositional task),
participants either received pie graphs or stacked column graphs, and completed a task involving
a high component complexity graph and a separate task involving a low component complexity
graph. Component complexity was manipulated due to the variation of operating segments
presented in graphs in the annual report data and component complexity being a factor
considered by the Abela chart chooser when providing a suggested graph. For experiment one,
participants are 75 Certified Public Accountants (CPAs) attending a continuing professional
education virtual conference that was hosted by a large university in the southeastern United
States. Participants had experience in either internal auditing and accounting services, external
audit, consulting services, tax services, or were corporate executives. For experiment two,
participants are 61 graduate accounting students enrolled in a Master of Accountancy (MAcc)
program from a large university in the southeastern United States. For both experiments,
participants were given preliminary information about a fictitious company and were then
randomly assigned to either the comparison or compositional task. For the comparison task,
participants were randomly assigned to receive either bar graphs or line graphs. Participants were
asked to identify unusual quarter-to-quarter changes in revenue for a graph that had high
component complexity (many operating segments) and another graph that had low component
complexity (few operating segments). Both the high and low complexity graphs were displayed
in a random order to participants, and after viewing each graph participants answered questions
to assess their perceived cognitive load. Once participants completed the cognitive load
questionnaire for each graph, they proceeded to the next task.
For the compositional task, participants were randomly assigned to either pie graphs or
stacked column graphs. Participants were tasked with evaluating the component proportions of a
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graph that had high component complexity (many operating segments) and another graph that
had low component complexity (few operating segments). Participants received the task with
high component complexity and the task with low component complexity in a random order.
Once each task was completed, participants answered a cognitive load questionnaire to capture
how demanding each task was. Once participants completed both the comparison task and
compositional task, participants completed the post-experiment questionnaire containing
questions regarding their accounting experience, experience with data visualizations, and
demographics.
Experiment two, is identical to experiment one with the following exceptions.
Experiment two was conducted in a biometric lab at a large university in the southeastern United
States. The biometric lab captures physical measures of cognitive load such as a participant’s
pupil dilation, Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), and microsaccade magnitude. In addition to the
use of a biometric lab, experiment two also includes additional post-experiment questions to
capture participants perceived familiarity with the graph types being shown. Lastly, due to
participants in experiment two being graduate students and not professionals, course information
is initially gathered instead of a participant’s job function.
For each task participants completed, a participant’s efficiency was captured by their
decision timeliness and a participant’s effectiveness was captured by their decision accuracy.
Decision accuracy was captured by a participant’s decision sensitivity (ability to successfully
identify correct responses), their decision specificity (ability to successfully ignore incorrect
responses), and a combination of both specificity and sensitivity. Through measuring a decision
maker’s timeliness and decision accuracy, this study identifies how decision-making
performance changes based on the graph type used to display information.
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Collective results from both experiments find that: 1) Bar graphs users and line graph
users yield no difference in decision efficiency when completing comparison tasks of either high
or low component complexity. 2) Line graph users have significantly greater decision sensitivity
(ability to identify true positives) than bar graph users when completing comparison tasks of
either high or low component complexity. 3) Professionals have significantly greater decision
sensitivity than graduate students entering the accounting field. 4) Bar graph users have
significantly greater decision specificity (ability to identify true negatives) than line graph users
when completing comparison tasks of high component complexity, and as component
complexity increases, the disparity between bar graph users and line graph users significantly
increases. 5) When decision sensitivity and decision specificity are equally weighted, bar graph
users produce significantly greater decision accuracy as component complexity increases. 6)
Contrary to polarizing prior literature regarding the use of pie graphs, I find no difference in
decision efficiency or effectiveness between pie graph users and stacked column graph users. 7) I
do find a treatment spillover effect for pie graph users and not for stacked column graph users,
which could suggest that the gestalt principle of proximity does provide some benefit to pie
graph users when performing repeated compositional tasks that stacked column graph users do
not benefit from.
The results of the comparison task indicate that when analyzing graphs, the optimal graph
type to use is dependent on the goal of the decision-maker. If the goal is to identify all true
positive responses (decision sensitivity) a line graph would be optimal; however, if the task goal
emphasizes the omission of false positive responses (decision specificity) or equally weights the
ability to identify true positives and true negatives (decision accuracy) bar graphs are the optimal
graph type. This finding contributes to cognitive fit literature and suggest a modification to the
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Shaft and Vessey (2006) Extended Cognitive Fit Model. From the results of this study, I find that
characteristics of a problem-solving task such as the task goal and component complexity
influence the optimal external problem representation. This finding suggests that the Extended
Cognitive Fit Model should include a relation between problem-solving task and external
problem representation as shown in Figure 6.
This study also contributes to cognitive load literature by expanding the use of the NASA
Task Load Index (TLX) to the accounting domain and introducing biometric measures of
cognitive load in an accounting data analytic setting. Additionally, this study also contributes to
the Gestalt Theory of Visual Perception and examines how principles of Gestalt Theory found in
graphs can affect a user’s decision-making performance. This study expands upon the Palmer
and Rock (1994) and Ali and Peebles (2011; 2013) studies, which identify Gestalt principles
associated with graph types, and provides empirical evidence suggesting how these principles of
visual perception can affect a user’s analytical performance. Lastly, this study contributes to data
visualization literature and provides empirical evidence of how the presentation of data through
different graph types can affect a user’s decision-making performance.
In addition to contributing to the academic literature in accounting information systems,
auditing, and psychology, the results of study should be of interest to auditors and accountants
who routinely perform analytical tasks. While tools such as the Abela (2008) Chart Chooser have
provided suggestions of which graph type is optimal for a particular task, this study provides
empirical evidence measuring decision-making performance in an accounting data analytics
setting. Krumwiede (2019) and Buchheit et al. (2020) find that auditors and managerial
accountants report low familiarity and skills with developing and analyzing data visualizations.
The findings of this study can aid these practitioners in developing and analyzing the most
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appropriate forms of data visualizations to achieve greater decision efficiency and effectiveness.
Overall, this study provides empirical evidence of how displaying accounting data in various
graph types affects a decision maker’s problem-solving performance.
The remainder of this study is organized in sections. In the following section, I review
existing literature and theory, and develop my hypotheses. In my third section, I describe my
research method, including the design, task, and variables of my experiments. In the fourth
section, I present the results of my experiments. Finally, in the fifth section, I present my
summary and conclusion.
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BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES
Data Analytics in Accounting
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) defines audit data
analytics as the science and art of discovering and analyzing patterns, identifying anomalies, and
extracting other useful information in data underlying or related to the subject matter of an audit
through analysis, modeling, and visualizations (AICPA 2017). The United States Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) proposes a similar definition stating that data
analytics consist of analyzing information through the use of visualizations and analyses for
purposes of identifying trends and relationships in data sets (PCAOB 2021). Both the AICPA
and the PCAOB propose that analytical tools such as visualizations may assist auditors in
addressing risks and improve audit quality (AICPA 2017; PCAOB 2021). Susan Coffey, AICPA
Executive Vice President, states that, “We [the AICPA] believe technology-based audit data
analytics can make the financial statement audit more effective” (AICPA 2017 p.1).
The PCAOB has identified that some audit firms have made significant investments to
expand their use of technology-based audit analytic tools (PCAOB 2021). Jeff Thomson, IMA
president and CEO states, “Technology will continue to occupy a greater role within the finance
function, and recent events, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, have only accelerated this trend,”
(Barone and Fenske 2020 p.1). Performing audits in a virtual environment as a result of COVID19 pose many communication challenges, such as a decentralized audit team and fewer client
interactions. EY has placed an increased emphasis on leveraging data visualization tools to make
complex analytics, such as risk assessments, easier for auditors working remotely due to
COVID-19 (EY 2021). At the beginning of the pandemic EY experienced challenges related to
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communication and meeting key deadlines (EY 2021). Through the use of EY Canvas, recently
developed data dashboards tools allow managers to overcome monitoring limitations found in
virtual environments, and managers can now access status reports more efficiently than prior to
the pandemic (EY 2021). EY Canvas was also found to improve communication with clients, as
evidenced by quicker responses to queries from the audit team (EY 2021). EY has developed a
data analytics software suite called Helix that focuses specifically on discovering hidden patterns
and trends in client financial data that would not be apparent in traditional audits (EY 2021).
Data visualizations can lower the cognitive effort required to analyze multiple pieces of
information (Perdana et al. 2018). Specifically, data visualizations serve as a decision aid that
can mitigate user limitations such as a lack of knowledge or experience when performing
accounting data analytics tasks (Perdana et al. 2018). The COVID-19 pandemic has created a
virtual work environment which places more emphasis on visualization tools with the intention
of overcoming challenges related to communication, monitoring, and simplifying complex audit
tasks (EY 2021).
While the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated a need for analytical tools due to auditors
working from home, audit firms have been investing in analytical tools long before the COVID
pandemic (Deloitte 2016; KPMG 2018; PwC 2019). When identifying what analytical tools
firms are specifically investing in, PwC has placed an emphasis on building their Halo platform,
which focuses on the creation of visualizations to aid in identifying client risk, completing audit
work, and generating client insight (PwC 2019). KPMG has also invested in their own audit
platform called Clara which generates visualizations from client audit evidence (KPMG 2018).
EY and Deloitte have also noted their investments specifically in visualization analytics systems
within their audit departments (EY 2021; Deloitte 2016). Data analytics and visualization tools
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have been heavily invested in and emphasized by accounting firms with hopes of improving firm
audit quality (EY 2021; Deloitte 2016).
Buchheit et al. (2020) find that audit firms have positive perceptions of incorporating data
analytics into the audit process, but a majority of auditors in their study report to have minimal
experience with creating visualizations. Baaske (2021) also finds that auditors have difficulty
using visualizations and fail to recognize which visualization is most optimal when analyzing
patterns and detecting anomalies. Baaske (2021) further highlights the need for visualization
guidance in the audit setting. Rose et al. (2017) conducted an experiment with 127 senior
auditors from two Big 4 firms and found that when supplemental audit material is not available,
auditors have difficulty recognizing patterns in accounting data visualizations. Both Buchheit et
al. (2020) and Baaske (2021) call for further guidance of how audit outcomes and task
performance are affected from the use of data visualizations.
Outside of the external auditing setting, the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA)
surveyed 161 managerial accountants and reported that data visualization and architecture is one
of the areas with lowest familiarity and skill levels amongst managerial accountants (Krumwiede
2019). From 2019 to 2020, the IMA along with Deloitte have also surveyed 800 finance and
accounting managers, directors, controllers, and CFOs regarding the use of data analytics in the
field (Gibson et al. 2020). From their survey, 515 participants (64.4%) report that over the last
eighteen months, data analytics and visualizations have had a more prevalent focus in their job
tasks (Gibson et al. 2020). Approximately 732 participants (91.6%) believe that their job task
will continue to grow into a more analytical role over the next five years (Gibson et al. 2020).
The finding that both auditors and corporate accountants report low familiarity with data
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visualizations leads to the question: Are accounting data visualizations not being leveraged in an
optimal way (Krumwiede 2019; Buchheit et al. 2020; Gibson et al. 2020)?
Cognitive Fit Theory
Prior studies in both information systems and accounting have found that presentation
format, specifically visual display, influences judgment and decision-making outcomes of
decision makers (Ives et al. 1980; Mauldin and Ruchala 1999; O’Donnell and David 2000;
Kelton et al. 2010; Baaske 2021). Vessey (1991) developed Cognitive Fit Theory as a model for
understanding how a visual display (problem representation) and a problem-solving task affect a
problem solution. Vessey’s (1991) Cognitive Fit Theory established that the appropriateness (or
fit) of a visualization to a task has a direct impact on decision-making performance. Bettman and
Zins (1979) find that when a presentation format matches a task, users respond more efficiently
than when there is less congruence between the task and presentation format. Vessey (1991) and
Sweller (1998) find that having the appropriate problem representation can decrease the
complexity in a task environment. This finding is exactly what EY (2021) is attempting to
leverage with their investment in visualization tools.
Shaft and Vessey (2006) proposed the Extended Cognitive Fit Model (Figure 1) which
shows how a decision maker’s internal representation of a problem and the external
representation of the problem affect a decision maker’s problem-solving performance. A
decision maker’s internal representation refers to the knowledge and innate characteristics of the
decision maker, while the external representation of the problem refers to the information
presentation format (Shaft and Vessey 2006). Together, the internal and external problem
representations form a decision-maker’s mental representation for task solution. Khatri et al.
(2006) find that a relationship exists between a user’s internal and external representation that
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affects a user’s problem-solving performance. Khatri et al. (2006) find that when an external
representation closely matches a user’s internal problem representation, the user’s decision
accuracy improves. In my study, I examine how changing the external problem representation of
a problem-solving task, through the use of various graph types that can be perceived as fitting to
the task at hand, change the decision maker’s problem-solving performance. I also further
examine the interaction between a decision-maker’s internal problem representation and the
external problem representation.
Zhang and Norman (1994) note that internal problem representations are in the mind and
comprise prior knowledge, schemas, and mental images, while external problem representations
are in the world as physical (visual) symbols. Any knowledge structures that can mentally be
retrieved by the decision-maker such as knowing an order of steps to take or rules to follow are
part of the decision-maker’s internal problem representation (Khatri et al. 2006). In this study, a
decision-maker’s internal problem representation can include their accounting experience,
experience with data visualizations, and their familiarity with specific graph types.

Figure 1: Shaft and Vessey (2006) Extended Cognitive Fit Model
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External Problem Representations
The effect external problem representations have on decision makers was first explored
by Bertin (1981). In this study, Bertin (1981) identified visual variables that can be used to
accurately convey information components of a visualization. These variables include graph
dimensionality, size, color, and orientation. Vessey (1991) compared the use of data tables to
graphs, and found that when completing spatial tasks, graphs yield faster and more accurate
analysis than tables. When completing a symbolic task, users were both faster and more accurate
when using tables rather than graphs (Vessey 1991). Dull and Tegarden (1999) also explore
external problem representation through the use of 2-D and 3-D graphs. Dull and Tegarden
(1999) find that 3-D graphs are associated with higher decision accuracy; however, Kumar and
Benbasat (2004) find that individuals have difficulty visualizing multiple dimensions and,
depending on the task, might prefer 2-D graphs instead of 3-D graphs. Dunn and Grabski (2001)
also explore external problem representation by focusing on information localization, which they
define as directing attention to an appropriate and limited area of a visualization. In their study,
Dunn and Grabski (2001) find that directing novices’ attention through high localization leads to
similar performance as experienced users.
While graph features such as dimensions and localization have been studied, very few
studies have provided empirical evidence of how the use of different graph types can result in a
difference in problem solving performance (Dull and Tegarden 1999; Dunn and Grabski 2001;
Kumar and Benbasat 2004). Data presented graphically can be used for performing tasks that can
be grouped into the following categories: (1) comparison tasks, (2) distribution tasks, (3)
relational tasks, and (4) compositional tasks (Abela 2008). In this study, I focus specifically on
graphs used for comparison tasks and compositional tasks based on these two task types
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accounting for 98 percent of the graphs used in the annual report sample. I first explore how
different graph types can result in a difference in problem solving performance when completing
comparison tasks. My analysis of Fortune 100 annual reports revealed that bar graphs account
for 63 percent and line graphs account for 37 percent of annual report graphs that display
comparison data. Culbertson and Powers (1959) were the first to provide empirical evidence
when comparing variations of bar and line graphs. Culbertson and Powers (1959) find that
vocational and high school students can better evaluate quantities when given stacked bar graphs
instead of surface graphs. They also find that vertical bars appear slightly easier to read than
horizontal bars on a bar graph. Zacks and Tversky (1999) compared the use of bar graphs and
line graphs and found that decision makers describe line graphs in terms of trends while they
describe bar graphs in terms of discrete comparison of data points. In this study, users saw either
two columns on a bar chart or a single line on a line graph connecting the same data points used
in the bar graph and were asked to describe in one sentence what was shown in the graph.
Following Zacks and Tversky (1999), Shah and Freedman (2011) investigated the fit of bar
graphs and line graphs in a multidimensional (three variable) setting and found that bar graphs
lead to better understanding of the z variable (third dimensional variable) than line graphs. While
all three of these studies provide some guidance surrounding the use of different graph types, the
goal of my study is to measure decision-making performance by capturing accuracy and
timeliness of task performance when using 2-D graphs. My study extends prior literature which
focused on user perceptions of bars and line graphs as reported by Zacks and Tversky (1999) by
providing empirical evidence of user performance when using these graphs.
In addition to examining performance outcomes of bar and line graphs when completing
comparison tasks, my study also examines the decision-making performance of pie graphs and
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stacked column graphs when completing compositional tasks. Siirtola et al. (2019 p.1) state that
“…the pie chart is one of the most controversial data graphic representations ever [created].”
When comparing these two graph types, prior studies have had significant opposing views of the
appropriateness of using pie graphs. Tufte (1983), finds that pie graphs have low data-density,
meaning that they do not display a significant amount of data and potentially require multiple
graphs to display all information needed. Tufte (1983) also conclude that pie graphs fail to order
numbers along a visual dimension, and ultimately should never be used. Few (2007) and Knaflic
(2011, 2015) also resent the use of pie graphs and go as far as saying “The only worse design
than a pie chart is several of them”, “Death to pie charts”, and “Pie charts are evil” (Tufte 1983
p.4; Knaflic 2011 p.1; 2015 p.61). These strong criticisms are rooted in pie graphs being easily
susceptible to distortion through multidimensions, tilts, and spatial distancing between pie pieces
(Knaflic 2015).
Spence and Lewandowsky (1991) find that pie charts can be used to display percentage
or proportional data and that the traditional prejudice against pie charts is misguided. Saket et al.
(2019) also challenge the claims against pie charts and find that pie charts are as accurate as bar
graphs and have faster decision times when identifying components of a graph that are similar in
size. Pie charts are highly effective in conveying part-whole relations and facilitating
proportional judgments (Saket et al. 2019). Huestegge and Potzsch (2018) state that one
advantage pie graphs have over alternatives is that users tend to have high familiarity with pie
graphs. Peck et al. (2013) further build the case for using pie charts and find through using
functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) brain sensing, that pie charts are as useful as bar
graphs when performing a proportional analysis of graph components. Peck et al. (2013) used
fNIRS to capture a decision maker’s change in deoxygenated hemoglobin, and a decline in
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deoxygenated hemoglobin was correlated with visual forms that participants found to be more
mentally demanding. Peck et al. (2013) found that both bar and pie chart users exhibit similar
changes in deoxygenated hemoglobin when comparing proportional components of pie graphs
and bar graphs. The findings of Peck et al. (2013) suggest that pie graphs could have a place in
data analytics. In my analysis of Fortune 100 annual report graphs, I find that pie graphs
accounted for 47 percent of compositional graphs and stacked column graphs accounting for 53
percent of compositional graphs. Siirtola et al. (2019) acknowledges the polarizing debate over
the use of pie graphs and calls for further guidance regarding the use of pie charts since they are
still commonly used. Given that pie graphs and stacked column graphs were found in the annual
report data to be the most commonly used graph types for compositional data, my study answers
the call of Siirtola et al. (2019) by comparing the decision-making performance of pie graph
users to stacked column graph users for compositional data analytics tasks and investigating if
pie graphs yield optimal decision-making performance in comparison to stacked column graphs.
This analysis should provide guidance regarding the use of pie graphs in a compositional
accounting data analytic setting.
To ultimately understand if pie charts should be used, they must have a task in which
they have the greatest cognitive fit. When analyzing the cognitive fit of pie charts in comparison
to similar graph types, results are inconclusive. Eells (1926) find that pie graphs are the optimal
graph type when evaluating percentage data and that pie graphs specifically outperform stacked
column graphs. Cleveland and McGill (1984) find the complete opposite of Eells’ (1926)
findings and propose that stacked bar graphs outperform pie graphs. In both experiments, the
instrument design included a design flaw where information asymmetry was present. In the Eells
(1926) experiment, some graphs presented to participants included data labels while others did
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not. In the Cleveland and McGill (1984) experiment, a y-axis is presented for the stacked column
graphs that acts as a quantifiable reference, whereas the pie graphs did not have this information.
Spence and Lewandowsky (1991) further examined pie and stack column graphs and found that
both graph types are a better alternative to data tables when completing a compositional task, but
there is an insignificant performance difference between the two graph types. Spence and
Lewandowsky (1991) asked participants if various components or combination of components
were greater than another components. Spence and Lewandowsky (1991) found that pie graphs,
and bar graphs resulted in greater decision accuracy than tables when determining which
combination of components were proportionally greater than others. Considering that pie graphs
accounted for 55 percent of compositional graphs and stacked column graphs accounted for 45
percent of compositional graphs used to display accounting information in my preliminary
analysis of S&P 100 annual reports, these two graph types are being used to display the same
data type, yet we do not know which yields a favorable cognitive fit and hence improved
performance. In my study, I empirically test the use of both graph types and measure a user’s
decision effectiveness and decision efficiency to determine which graph type is an optimal
cognitive fit and results in favorable decision-making performance.
Other research studies and commonly used data visualization software provide guidance
and models that are used to identify the optimal graph type for specific data and tasks. Knaflic
(2015) states that bar graphs are more commonly used for comparing quantities while line graphs
are more commonly used for analyzing continuous data. Both bar graphs and line graphs can be
fitting when there are multiple series and categories of data shown on a graph. Knaflic (2015)
also states that pie charts are to be avoided at all costs due to their difficulty in interpretation
specifically from features such as tilts, angling, and multidimensionality, which create a distorted
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view of the components of a pie graph. Knaflic (2015, p. 63) states that pie graphs are more
difficult to interpret than alternative graphs such as stacked column, horizontal bar graphs, and
donut graphs, and that “the visual [pie graph] isn’t worth the space it takes up.”
While some of the inherent visualization features of graphs such as those discussed in
Knaflic (2015) could lead to a graph being a weaker fit for a particular analysis, Abela (2008)
also explored characteristics of visualizations that could affect the cognitive fit of graphs.
Specifically, Abela (2008) explored how different data types and structures can lead to certain
graph types being more fitting than others and provides a recommendation of appropriate graph
type to use for specific tasks. Abela (2008) formed his recommendations based on the principles
that clutter reduces information recall and increases distractions (Edell and Staelin 1983; Mayer
2001; Bergen, Grimes, and Potter 2005), and that personality types do not impact the usefulness
of graph types (So and Smith 2003). While most studies considered by Abela (2008) focused on
user recall tasks and perceptions, very few studies examined a user’s analytical performance.
Spence and Lewandowsky (1991) find that pie graphs and stacked column graphs lead to similar
performance when analyzing compositional data, but Hollands and Spence (2001) find that users
spend more time analyzing pie graphs than stacked column graphs. Abela (2008) does not
reference any additional studies that examine analytical performance between other graph types
such as line graphs and bar graphs.
Abela (2008) formalized his recommendations by presenting what is referred to as the
Abela Chart Chooser, shown in Figure 2 below. In this figure, the data type (which is either
distribution, composition, relationship, or comparison data) is first identified in a data set, and
then structural characteristics of data such as the number of variables or items determine the
appropriate graph. While some graph types have inherent characteristics that prevent them from
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displaying certain datasets such as pie graphs not having a measurable z-axis for multivariate
data, or stacked column graphs for data containing only one series of data, many of the data
scenarios explored in the Abela Chart Chooser could have multiple fitting graphs. For example, a
three variable distributive data set according to the chart chooser, should result in a threedimensional area chart, but software applications such as Tableau, Microsoft Excel, and
Microsoft Power BI give users the options of three-dimensional bar graphs, line graphs, and
other alternatives. The Abela Chart Chooser has been used to develop visualization algorithms
such as Articulate (Sun et al. 2010), and data dashboards in the healthcare industry (Ryan and
Kenna 2021); however, with software applications allowing specific data scenarios to be
displayed with various graph types, empirical testing is needed to determine the optimal
visualization to use and to validate the suggestions in the Abela Chart Chooser.
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Figure 2: Abela Chart Chooser

Visualization applications such as Tableau, Microsoft Power Business Intelligence (BI),
and Microsoft Excel have also influenced and provided guidance for the creation of
visualizations. While Tableau and Microsoft Power BI take a neutral approach and only show
graph types that are applicable to a dataset, Microsoft Excel goes further and provides a
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recommendation to users of what graph type to use for a specific set of data. 6 One data scenario
that Microsoft Excel provides a different recommendation than the Abela Chart Chooser, is for
comparison data that changes over time for few periods. Microsoft Excel recommends a line
graph by default for data containing two items, and a bar graph for data containing five items.
This recommendation is the exact opposite of the Abela Chart Chooser (Figure 2), where a bar
graph is recommended for few items and a line graph for many items. Microsoft Excel also
recommends a different graph type than the Abela Chart Chooser for static composition data. For
data displaying a single share of total, Microsoft Excel recommends a column graph while the
Abela Chart Chooser recommends a pie chart. This study seeks to provide clarity regarding these
contradicting recommendations through empirical evaluation of alternative graph types in a
controlled setting. More importantly, the preliminary analysis of S&P 100 annual reports
indicates that some companies use bar graphs while others use line graphs when displaying
comparative data over time such as revenue year over year. The annual report analysis also
shows that when displaying data representing the composition of a total, such as revenue by
operating segment, some companies use pie graphs while others use stacked column graphs. The
use of different graph types to display the same data scenario, along with the mixed guidance
from Microsoft Excel, and other visualization frameworks such as Knaflic (2015), and the Abela
Chart Chooser, demonstrate a need for empirical evidence to better understand the optimal match
between chart type and accounting data analytics tasks.

When highlighting a range of data and navigating to the insert tab, Microsoft Excel has a function titled
“Recommended Charts” which will list a graph or multiple graphs that it recommends for the dataset.

6
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Cognitive Load Theory
Building on Vessey’s (1991) finding that having the appropriate problem representation
can decrease the complexity in a task environment, Cognitive Load Theory provides a way of
measuring a decrease in task complexity (Sweller 1998; Lee 2019). Cognitive load refers to the
amount of working memory required of a user to complete a task (Sweller 1988). Sweller et al.
(1998) notes that cognitive load is comprised of a user’s mental load (task complexity and
demand) and a user’s mental effort (cognitive capacity and resources given to complete a task).
Task complexity (mental load) is comprised of three analytical dimensions which are:
component complexity, coordinative complexity, and dynamic complexity (Wood 1986).
Component complexity refers to the “information processing and/or memory-storage demand
requirements” of a task (Naylor and Dickinson, 1969 p.167). Lee (2019) finds that when task
complexity is greater, users report higher levels of cognitive load. A lower amount of working
memory required to complete a task (cognitive load) reflects that the task is easier to complete
(Sweller 1988; Sweller et al. 1998; Lee 2019). Sweller (1988) finds that one factor that
influences a decision maker’s cognitive load is the strategy used to address the problem task.
While decision makers can use a variety of strategies and graphs to interpret data, different graph
types could result in higher or lower amounts of working memory to process the data.
Ultimately, increased amounts of working memory could be detrimental to a decision maker’s
problem-solving task performance and impose unnecessary complexity to the task environment.
To capture the amount of working memory a decision maker uses, Hart and Staveland
(1988) developed the NASA Task Load Index (TLX). The NASA TLX creates an overall
workload score based on six categories of task load demand which include: (1) Mental demand
of the task, referring to the amount of thinking, calculating, or remembering required to complete
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the task, (2) Physical demand of the task, referring to any kind of physical activity such as
standing, walking, or running, (3) Temporal Demand of the task, referring to how hurried or rush
the decision maker was, (4) Perception of performance of the task, (5) Perceived effort required
to complete the task, and (6) The amount of frustration experienced when completing the task.
Hendy et al. (1993) finds that the NASA TLX excels in identifying specific factors that
contribute to workload that univariate measures would not be able to capture, but in some tasks
could lead to multicollinearity between the factors. In this study, participants recorded their
overall perceived task load, as well as their perceived task load for each of the NASA TLX
factors.
The NASA TLX scale has been used to understand cognitive load and compare the
amount of working memory used to complete tasks in a variety of settings such as when viewing
data in electronic form versus paper-based (Mayes et al. 2001), when comparing human-machine
interfaces (Akyeampong et al. 2014), and when evaluating the information displays in aircrafts
(Yiyuan et al. 2011). In an accounting setting, Ozkan et al. (2015) used the NASA TLX scale
when investigating how cognitive workload affects accounting professionals’ depression and
anger symptoms. Ozkan et al. (2015) found that cognitive workload has a significant and positive
association with both anger and depression symptoms. Kelton and Pennington (2012) and Nur
(2017) both used the NASA TLX index to evaluate the cognitive load of different presentation
formats of the Internet Financial Reporting (IFR) and to determine which presentation format
yields the lowest cognitive load. Both studies found that different presentation formats of the
same financial reports yield different levels of cognitive load (Kelton and Pennington 2012; Nur
2017). In a similar manner, this study uses the NASA TLX scale to assess the cognitive load
users experience when using one presentation format (graph type) in comparison to another.
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The NASA TLX scale has also been utilized in visualization literature. Stevens-Adams et
al. (2011), use the NASA TLX scale to identify how much working memory is exerted when
given a poor visualization (vertex-edge graph) versus a fitting visualization (ring-tree graph).
Stevens-Adams et al. (2011) find that the NASA TLX scale does capture a user’s working
memory and is effective in evaluating visualization tools. Foo et al. (2013) noticed that many of
the visualizations in the medical field can be displayed in either a three-dimensional or twodimensional view and used the NASA TLX scale to identify when a third dimension would yield
a lower cognitive workload for surgeons. In a similar way, my study seeks to identify how
changing a presentation format such as a graph type can change a user’s cognitive load and result
in an analytical task that requires less working memory. Sweller (1998) and Lee (2019) find that
higher levels of task complexity exhibit higher levels of cognitive load. My study also aims to
provide insight regarding which graph type yields the lowest level of cognitive load for specific
accounting data analytics tasks, and as a result decreases a user’s perception of task complexity.
In addition to the NASA TLX, I capture evidence of cognitive load through biometric
data in the second experiment of this study. Prior studies in both medical journals and marketing
literature have used various biometric measures to capture a user’s cognitive load (Nepal et al.
2018; Krejtz et al. 2018; Andrzejewska and Skawińska 2020; Jercic et al. 2020). Nepal et al.
(2018) use galvanic skin response (GSR) and vital parameters such as pulse rate, respiratory rate,
and temperature to capture the cognitive load of medical students during a mental arithmetic
task. Krejtz et al. (2018) also explore changes in cognitive load when performing mental
arithmetic tasks such as making mental calculations and manipulate the complexity of these tasks
as low, moderate, or high. Krejtz et al. (2018) find that eye-related measures such as
microsaccade magnitude and pupil dilation are significantly different when users experience
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different levels of cognitive load. Sosnowski et al. (2004) as well as Boutcher and Boutcher
(2006) find that heart rate significantly increase as task difficulty increases. Jercic et al. (2020)
explores if pupil dilation occurs due to the psychological arousal effect or due to participants
exposure to substantial amounts of cognitive load. Jercic et al. (2020) compares participants
heart rates to their pupil diameters and finds evidence that the change in pupil diameter when
experiencing substantial levels of cognitive load are solely a result of the cognitive load and not
an arousal effect. Andrzejewska and Skawińska (2020) further investigate microsaccade
measures and find that fixation duration average and saccade amplitude averages are eye
movement measures sensitive to intrinsic cognitive load. Following the measures of cognitive
load found in prior literature, I capture participants’ eye movement, pupil diameter, heart rate,
and Galvanic Skin Response in experiment two of my study to find evidence of the cognitive
load experienced by participants when performing analytical tasks with specific graph types.
Gestalt Theory of Visual Perception
Cognitive fit theory informs us that the presentation (external representation) of data can
decrease the complexity in a task environment and affect decision-making performance.
Cognitive load theory provides a way of measuring the decrease in task complexity by
examining the amount of working memory required of a user to complete a task. While both of
these theories motivate this study, neither predicts which graph type would be ideal in a
particular accounting data scenario. Wertheimer, Koffka, and Kohler developed the Gestalt
Theory of Visual Perception in the early 1920s, and the underlining concept of this theory is
stated as “the whole is something else than the sum of its parts” (Koffka 1935 p.176). Graham
(2008) explains that the concept of Gestalt Theory refers to intrinsic value of visualizations such
as their structure, configuration, and layout that are greater value than the sum of the individual
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components of a visualization. Gestalt theory provides rational explanations of why shifts in
spacing, layout, and configuration can have a profound effect on the meaning of presented
information (Graham 2008). Gestalt theory identifies specific principles that create this intrinsic
value. These gestalt principles are (1) Figure/ground (how distinguishable figures are from their
background), (2) Proximity (figures that are close together in proximity appear as part of a
group, whereas figures that are apart are viewed as separate figures), (3) Closure (missing data
and gaps in figures are closed by mental patterns seen in a visualization), (4) Similarity (figures
that are similar in shape, size, color, proximity, or direction are perceived as part of a group), and
(5) Continuation (human eyes continue to follow shapes and figures, even when the figures cross
or intersect on a visual). Additional gestalt principles have been created since the inception of
gestalt theory. A principle also examined in this study is the principle of connectedness, which
finds that users process data points connected on a line as one group of data since they are
connected between two end points (Palmer and Rock 1994).
In this study, I specifically focus on the gestalt principles of similarity, proximity, and
connectedness, which are found in line graphs and bar graphs. A properly designed graph should
have a color scheme that allows data to be distinguishable from its background, so the principle
of figure/ground is not explored in this study. Graphs should also include all relevant data and
not displayed with missing gaps in data series. Therefore, the principle of closure is not explored
in this study. Lastly, while lines on a line graph can cross, bars on a bar graph cannot cross. In
this study, data does not cross and therefore, the principle of continuation is not explored.
Figure 3 below is modified from the Palmer and Rock (1994) study and demonstrates
how these gestalt principles can affect our information processing and perception of data. Row A
of Figure 3 shows control data that does not display any of the gestalt principles. In row B of
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Figure 3, the gestalt principle of proximity is presented in the data. The data points in row B are
perceived as five distinguished groups, and each end data point along with the three sets of two
data points in the middle of the line are processed as individual groups. Moving to row C, the
proximity of the data points are restored to their default points in row A, but data points with
similar sizes are grouped together. Again, the data appears to be shown as five separate groups
with three groups having smaller data points and two groups having larger data points. Row C
exhibits the gestalt principle of similarity, which can be shown through colors, directional data,
shape, or in this case size. Row D of Figure 3 displays data points that have both the principles of
similarity (in size) and in proximity. The grouping of data points is more evident in row D, due
to two distinguishing characteristics being processed at the same time.

Figure 3: Gestalt Principles of Proximity and Similarity 7

Figure 3 is adapted from Palmer and Rock (1994) by removing connections between dots to show the gestalt
principles of proximity and similarity.

7
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Palmer and Rock (1994) display the gestalt principle of connectedness in Figure 4 below.
The gestalt principle of connectedness has the ability to overcome other grouping gestalt
principles such as proximity and similarity (Palmer and Rock 1994). The principle of
connectedness forms the visual perception that any point between the end points on a line are a
group. In row A, when groups could not be established in Figure 3, we now see in Figure 4 that
there are four groups of data that are connected by a line. Row D, which had the greatest level of
group distinguishment in Figure 3, now appears in Figure 4 to be grouped differently based on
the connectedness of the data points.
While the fields of psychology and marketing have leveraged the gestalt principles of
similarity, proximity, and connectedness, I posit that these principles could be leveraged in an
accounting setting to explore the effectiveness of various graph types when performing
accounting data analytics tasks (Palmer and Rock 1994; Rodriguez et al. 2013). Appendix A
includes the bar and line graphs shown to participants in this experiment. Within an accounting
setting such as the display of quarter-to-quarter revenues by operating segment, the principles of
proximity and similarity are present as evidenced by the grouping of data at each quarter on the
bar graph. The line graphs shown to participants also display the gestalt principles of
connectedness and similarity as evidenced by each operating segment’s data points being
displayed as one line on the graph. This study aims to examine the gestalt principles of
proximity, similarity, and connectedness in an accounting data analytics setting with the goal of
exploring the effectiveness of various graph types.
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Figure 4: The Gestalt Principle of Connectedness 8

When looking at graph types, there are inherent structural differences in graph types that
can result in one graph being ideal to use for a specific task. Zacks and Tversky (1999) find that
users describe bar graphs in terms of quantities, and line graphs in terms of trends. Accounting
data analytics tasks often require both comparing quantities and identifying trends over time.
When comparing bar graphs and line graphs, Pebbles and Ali (2009) found that bar graphs
capitalize on the proximity principle of Gestalt theory due to bars on a bar graph being clustered
together. When presenting data over time the close proximity of clusters of bars on a bar graph
allow the groups of data along the x-axis to be interpreted as separate visual chunks (Pebbles and
Ali 2009). Spatial distancing between lines on a line graph can separate the data points of each

Figure 4 was created by Palmer and Rock (1994) to show how the gestalt principle of connectedness interact with
the gestalt principles of proximity and similarity.

8
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line, which would not capitalize on the benefit of close proximity found in bar graphs. Palmer
and Rock (1994) find that line graphs do capitalize on the gestalt principle of connectedness. The
principle of connectedness leads users to process all data points on a line as one group of data
since they are connected between two end points (Palmer and Rock 1994). Bar graphs do not
capitalize on this principle since each bar represents one specific data point. Ali and Pebbles
(2011; 2013) and Pebbles and Ali (2015) find that both bar and line graphs capitalize on the
principle of similarity in different ways. Decision makers tend to describe relationships of x-axis
variables when using bar graphs but describe relationships between legend variables with line
graphs (Ali and Pebbles 2011; 2013; Pebbles and Ali 2015).
Accounting data such as year-over-year account balances require an understanding of
relationships between both x-axis variables and legend variables to interpret. For example, when
a graph is presented that displays year-over-year revenues and each bar or line represent an
operating segment, two relationships can be examined: (1) the individual operating segment’s
year-over-year revenues, and (2) the individual year’s revenues per operating segment. The
former relationship benefits from the principle of connectedness found in line graphs due to each
operating segment being processed as a chunk of data. The latter relationship benefits from the
principle of proximity since values for individual years are clustered together. In this example
involving the comparing of operating segment revenues over time, gestalt principles that can
benefit a user such as connectedness in line graphs and proximity in bar graphs are found in each
graph type and there is not a clear indication of which graph type would be the optimal fit. This
study investigates whether gestalt principles inherent to the design of line and bar graphs provide
greater aid to decision makers by comparing the problem-solving performance of decision
makers when given a line graph consisting of the principle of connectedness and the problem40

solving performance of decision makers when given a bar graph consisting of the principle of
proximity.
Component Complexity
Wood (1986) asserts that task complexity is comprised of three analytical dimensions
which are: component complexity, coordinative complexity, and dynamic complexity.
Coordinative complexity refers to the relationship between task inputs and task products, and
dynamic complexity refers to the number of times a user must adapt to a change in the task being
performed (Wood 1986). Component complexity refers to the number of information cues a
decision maker must process to complete a task (Naylor and Dickinson 1969; Wood 1986).
Naylor and Dickinson (1969 p.167) first introduce the concept of component complexity and
state that component complexity refers to the “information processing and/or memory-storage
demand requirements” of a task. In this study I focus specifically on component complexity, due
to static graphs not being interactive or having task inputs (coordinative complexity) and static
graphs not changing or adapting to data relationships (dynamic complexity).
For analytical and judgmental tasks, “the level of component complexity will depend
upon the number of distinct information cues in the configuration being utilized” (Wood 1986
p.67). In this study, the number of items presented in a graph that must be analyzed by a
decision-maker to complete a task is manipulated as either many or few to examine decisionmaking performance in a high component complexity setting and a low component complexity
setting. Prior accounting studies have investigated the effects of component complexity when
forming judgments and decisions (Chewning and Harrell 1990; Stock and Harrell 1995).
Chewning and Harrell (1990) asked participants to make financial distress predictions and
manipulated the number of information cues participants had to process to form their predictions.
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Stock and Harrell (1995) expanded on the Chewning and Harrell (1990) study and investigated
how information cues form financial distress predictions when participants are grouped together
to form predictions. The results of Chewning and Harrell (1990) indicate that when the number
of information cues is higher, that participants experience higher task complexity and are more
likely to experience information overload. Stocks and Harrell (1995) find that making judgments
in groups rather than as individuals results in higher judgment quality in both the high and low
information cue setting.
Data visualizations can be constructed with many, or few information cues based on the
dataset that is being displayed. The Abela chart chooser suggests that the optimal graph type to
display data can change based on the component complexity of a graph (number of items
presented on a graph that must be processed). Based on the Abela chart chooser, I examine if the
gestalt principles of proximity and similarity found in bar graphs, or the principles of
connectedness and similarity found in line graphs yield greater decision-making performance
when graphs have high and low component complexity. Naylor and Dickinson (1969) and Wood
(1986) find that high (low) component complexity occurs when there are more (less) information
cues that need to be processed. Abela (2008) suggests that as the number of items (component
complexity) in a graph change, that graph type appropriateness changes as well. Therefore, I
investigate the gestalt principles found in bar graphs and line graphs in a setting of high
component complexity (many items on a graph) and a setting of low component complexity (few
items on a graph). These settings are shown in the top, right corner of Figure 2. I also examine
this setting based on the high frequency of line graph and bar graph use in my annual report
preliminary analysis. In my analysis, the most common setting for using bar and line graphs was
comparing account balances, segments, or stock returns over time.
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Hypotheses Development
I hypothesize that when displaying graphs of comparison data such as quarter-to-quarter
revenues of operating segments, decision-makers using line graphs will have favorable decision
efficiency (decision timeliness) compared to decision-makers using bar graphs. I expect that the
gestalt principles of connectedness and similarity (between legend variables) found in line graphs
will outweigh the principles of similarity (between x-axis variables) and proximity found in bar
graphs. Due to x-axis data consisting of temporal data progressing over time from left to right, I
expect the benefits of similarity between legend variables found in line graphs to outweigh the
benefits of similarity found in bar graphs due to x-axis data following a pattern of time
progression. The benefit of focusing attention to values at a specific time through the bar graph
gestalt principle of proximity, and the benefit of focusing attention to strings of data over time
through the line graph gestalt principle of connectedness are equally as important when
comparing revenue between operating segments over time. I predict that the principle of
similarity and connectedness attributed to line graphs will lead to line graphs having greater
decision efficiency than bar graphs.
I further hypothesize that the gestalt principles of similarity and connectedness found in
line graphs will result in significantly greater decision effectiveness (decision accuracy) than bar
graphs when graphs have high component complexity, but not when graphs have low component
complexity. I predict an insignificant effect when graphs are of low component complexity based
on Sweller’s (1998) finding that a user’s cognitive load is comprised of their mental load (task
complexity) and their mental effort (cognitive capacity) and Vessey’s (1991) finding that having
the appropriate problem representation can decrease the complexity in a task environment. In a
setting with low component complexity, the task environment is already of low complexity;
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therefore, I predict that the benefits of connectedness and similarity will be insignificant. In a
high complexity setting, I predict that the gestalt principles of connectedness and similarity
found in line graphs will result in line graph users experiencing significantly lower mental load
than bar graph users and having greater decision effectiveness (accuracy). I therefore
hypothesize the following when comparing line and bar graphs:
H1: When viewing graphs of high or low component complexity, decisionmakers using line graphs will be more efficient (lower decision time)
compared to decision-makers using bar graph when analyzing comparison
data, changing over time for few periods.
H2: When performing a comparison of data changing over time with few
periods, line graphs will be more effective (greater decision accuracy) than bar
graphs when component complexity is high, but there will be no significant
difference in effectiveness when component complexity is low.
Stacked column and pie graphs were the third and fourth most reported graph types
behind bar and line graphs in my preliminary analysis of graphs within annual reports. 9 Both pie
graphs and stacked column graphs were used to show components of an account total. Revenue
(or income) by operating segment or product line for a given year was the most common use of
pie and stacked column graphs in the sample of annual reports I examined. 10 Consistent with the
manipulation of component complexity in bar graphs versus line graphs, I also manipulate
component complexity in the examination of pie graphs versus stacked column graphs due to
companies having varying numbers of operating segments. While some prior literature has stated
harsh criticism of pie charts stating that they should never be used (Tufte 1983; Few 2007;
Knaflic 2011; Knaflic 2015), others have found the complete opposite (Spence and
Of the 1,333 graphs analyzed in the annual report data, stacked column graphs were used for 127 (9.5 percent) of
graphs, and pie graphs were used for 112 (8.4 percent) of graphs.

9

Revenue and net income compositional data accounted for 35 (27.55 percent) of the 127 stacked column graphs,
and 42 (37.5 percent) of the 112 pie graphs. When looking at only financial graphs, revenue and net income
compositional data accounted for 35 (68.6 percent) of the 51 financial stacked column graphs, and 42 (77.8 percent)
of the 54 financial pie graphs.
10
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Lewandowsky 1991; Peck et al. 2013; Saket et al. 2019). When pie graphs are compared to
stacked column graphs, prior studies have yielded mixed findings of which graph type leads to
optimal performance on compositional tasks. Some studies find that pie graphs outperform
stacked column graphs (Eells 1926; Spence and Lewandowsky 1991) while other studies find
that stacked column charts outperform pie charts (Cleveland and McGill 1984). Given the high
use of pie and stacked column graphs in the annual reports, I also examine which graph type
yields greater task performance when evaluating composition of a total. Due to the mixed results
of stacked column and pie chart performance prior literature and the lack of theoretical guidance,
I hypothesize the following:
H3: When viewing graphs of high or low component complexity, there will
be no difference in decision efficiency (decision timeliness) between decisionmakers using pie graphs and decision-makers using stacked column graphs
when analyzing static, compositional data.
H4: When viewing graphs of high or low component complexity, there will
be no difference in decision effectiveness (decision accuracy) between
decision-makers using pie graphs and decision-makers using stacked column
graphs when analyzing static, compositional data.
A decision-maker’s cognitive load is comprised of two components, which are mental
load (task complexity and demand) and mental effort (cognitive capacity and resources given to
complete a task) (Sweller et al. 1998). Wood (1986) suggests that component complexity is a
factor of task complexity and that as component complexity increases, the overall task
complexity increases as well. While this study explores two different levels of mental load by
having decision-makers analyze graphs of both high and low component complexity, the mental
effort within each level of mental load could be different due to decision-makers being given
different graphs (resources) to complete the task. The gestalt principles associated with each
graph type could lead to decision-makers using one graph type to exhibit lower mental effort
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than decision-makers using an alternative graph type. In addition to exploring decision-making
performance for compositional tasks and compositional tasks, I also explore if optimal graph
types result in lower cognitive load for decision makers and favorable decision-making
performances. Sweller (1988) finds that one factor that influences a decision maker’s cognitive
load is the strategy used to address a task. Vessey (1991) finds that having an appropriate
problem representation can decrease task environment complexity. Together, Sweller (1988) and
Vessey (1991) suggest that when a graph type has a greater fit to a task, that the favorable
decision-making performance could be driven by a decrease in cognitive load. I propose a twopath model in which a user’s cognitive load mediates the relation between graph types and
decision-making performance. Specifically, I predict that users of optimal graph types that result
in favorable decision effectiveness or efficiency, also exhibit lower levels of cognitive load than
users of suboptimal graph types. I therefore hypothesize the following:
H5: A decision-maker’s cognitive load will mediate the relation between
graph type and decision-making performance (decision efficiency and
decision effectiveness).
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METHOD
Design
I test my hypotheses by performing two experiments. Each experiment uses a two stage
2x2 between-within participant mixed design and manipulates graph type between participants
and component complexity within participants. For both experiments, participants are given each
stage in a random order. In one stage, referred to as the comparison task, I create a task
environment of comparison data that changes over time for few periods, and I manipulate the
graph type shown as either bar graphs or line graphs. I also manipulate component complexity as
either high or low based on the number of items (few versus many items) displayed on the graph.
Each participant is assigned one graph type at random (either a bar graph or line graph) and
asked to identify if there are any unusual quarter-to-quarter changes in revenue between
operating segments. If a participant does find an unusual relationship, they are asked to identify
the operating segment and quarter-to-quarter change that is associated with the unusual
relationship. Participants complete this task for two product lines and use a separate graph for
each product line. One product line is sold between five operating segments and exhibits high
component complexity, while the other product line is sold between two operating segments and
exhibits low component complexity. For each product line, the same graph type is used to
display the data, and the order that participants see the high and low component complexity
graphs is randomized.
In the other stage, referred to as the compositional task, I create a task environment of
static, composition data which shows the composition of a total. I manipulate graph type between
pie graphs and stacked column graphs. I also manipulate component complexity as either high or
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low based on the number of items (few versus many items) displayed on the graph. Each
participant is assigned one graph type at random (either a pie graph or stacked column graph)
and asked how many observations they would judgmentally select for testing from each
operating segment to appropriately reflect that segment's proportion of companywide expenses.
The total number of observations that participants had to select was 20. Similar to the
composition task, participants complete this task for two product lines and use a separate graph
for each product line. One product line is sold between five operating segments and exhibits high
component complexity, while the other product line is sold between two operating segments and
exhibits low component complexity. For each product line, the same graph type is used to
display the data, and the order that participants see the high and low component complexity
graphs is randomized.
The design of this study closely follows the design of the Shaft and Vessey (2006)
cognitive fit model (Figure 2), which posits that an external problem representation can influence
a decision maker’s mental representation of a task solution. Ultimately, a decision maker’s
mental representation of a task solution can affect their overall problem-solving performance.
Figure 5 below shows how I construct the Shaft and Vessey (2006) cognitive fit model in this
study. The dashed box on the left side of Figure 5 shows how I construct the external
representation of the problem domain with my independent variables, and the dashed box on the
right side of Figure 5 shows how I measure problem-solving performance in this study.
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Figure 5: Constructs Applied to Shaft and Vessey (2006) Cognitive Fit Model

Task
For experiment one, participants were provided a hyperlink to the experiment, which was
housed in Qualtrics, an online survey application. Participants began by identifying their current
or most recent job function (i.e., external auditor, internal auditor, accountant, tax professional,
etc.). Once participants identified their job role, they were presented with a narrative that framed
their role for the experiment as either an external auditor if they selected external auditor as their
job function, or as an internal auditor if their job function was not identified as an external
auditor. In both narratives, participants were given the environment surrounding a fictitious
company and were asked to evaluate quarterly revenues for two product lines and identify
unusual relationships between operating segments, and judgmentally select a number of
observations for control testing from each operating segment based on the amount of expenses
the segment generates for each product line. Given that economic conditions, as well as supply
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and demand were consistent for all operating segments, an unusual relationship would result if
one segment experienced an inverse relationship with other operating segments, or significantly
greater increase/decrease in quarter-to-quarter change in revenue than other operating segments.
After reading the narrative, participants answered four comprehension check questions to
verify their understanding of the task they are to perform. 11 After completing the comprehension
check questions, participants were randomly assigned to the comparison task or the
compositional task. Participants who received the comparison task first, saw an introductory
screen to inform them of that they would be completing the comparison task first. Following this
screen participants were randomly given either a bar graph or a line graph which randomly
displayed data for either product line A, which was sold between five operating segments, or
product line B which was sold between two operating segments. For product line A, participants
were asked to identify the quarter-to-quarter change, as well as the operating segment that
showed an unusual relationship. If an operating segment had no unusual relationship in any of
the quarters, participants had the option to select no unusual relationship. For product line B,
participants were only asked to identify the quarter-to-quarter change of an unusual relationship
since only two operating segments were displayed. Once participants completed the task for
product line A and product line B, they were asked questions from the NASA TLX and a general
question regarding overall task difficulty to assess their perceptions of cognitive load for each
task. Participants received the same graph type when evaluating both product lines. When
participants had answered the NASA TLX questions for each product line, they then proceeded
to the second stage of the experiment.

This comprehension check was not used to remove participants from the study. Participants were also provided
the task details and questions when completing the dependent variable tasks following this comprehension check.

11
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Once participants who were randomly given the comparison task first completed the
cognitive load questionnaire for both product line A and product line B, they proceeded to the
next stage and saw an introductory screen informing them of the compositional task. For the
compositional task, participants were randomly given either a pie chart or stacked column chart
which randomly displayed data for either product line A, which is sold between five operating
segments, or product line B which is sold between two operating segments. For each product
line, participants were asked how they would judgmentally select 20 observations for testing
from each operating segment to appropriately reflect that segment’s proportion of company-wide
product line expense. After both tasks were completed, participants were asked questions from
the NASA TLX and a general question of overall task difficulty to capture their perceptions of
cognitive load for each task. Participants received the same graph type when evaluating both
product lines (i.e., either a pie chart or a stacked column chart, depending on the experimental
condition to which they were randomly assigned).
Once both comparison tasks and compositional tasks were complete, participants
answered a second comprehension check related to the tasks they performed in the second stage.
Next, participants completed the post-experiment questionnaire which included demographic
information and questions about experience with accounting data and interpreting graphs. Lastly,
participants completed a five-question data visualization inclination test to capture their
understanding of graph types. Refer to Appendix C for the full experimental instrument for
experiment one.
For experiment two, the task is identical to experiment one with the following exceptions.
Experiment two is also deployed using the survey platform, Qualtrics, however the survey is
administered in a biometric collection lab. In experiment one, participants report their perceived
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cognitive load, however in experiment two biometric data including pupil dilation, microsaccade
magnitude, galvanic skin response, and heart rate are captured as evidence of cognitive load in
addition to the questions of perceived cognitive load. Vital parameters such as pulse rate, heart
rate, and body temperature have been found to increase as cognitive load increases (Sosnowski et
al. 2004; Boutcher and Boutcher 2006; Nepal et al. 2018; Jercic et al. 2020). Galvanic skin
responses such as skin conductance and skin resistance have also been found to be bodily
responses to cognitive load (Nepal et al. 2018). Pupil measures such as dilation and microssacade
magnitude have also been found to change significantly when participants experience different
levels of cognitive load (Krejtz et al. 2018; Andrzejewska and Skawińska 2020; Jercic et al.
2020).
In addition to capturing biometric evidence of cognitive load, another difference in
experiment two is that participants are graduate accounting (MAcc) students. Additional control
measures such as a participant’s gender and familiarity with each graph type were added in
experiment two. Participants in experiment two also received a modified data visualization
questionnaire to elicit their opinions regarding the appropriateness of the recommendations in the
Abela Chart Chooser. Due to experiment two consisting of graduate students instead of
accounting professionals, course information is initially gathered instead of a participant’s job
function. Lastly, to accommodate lab use restrictions, experiment two omits the comprehension
check following the company narrative.
Independent Variables
The first manipulated variable of interest in this study is graph type. From my
preliminary analysis of Fortune 100 annual reports from 2017 to 2019, a total of 1,332 graphs
were used in annual reports. Of those 1,332 graphs reported, 733 graphs were bar graphs, 340
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graphs were line graphs, 112 graphs were pie charts, 127 were stacked column charts, and 20
graphs were various other graph types. In this study, I focus on the four most frequently used
graph types and manipulate the graph type between bar graphs and line graphs for comparison
tasks, and pie charts and stacked column charts for compositional tasks.
The second manipulated variable of interest in this study is the component complexity
presented in a graph. Wood (1986) notes that as the number of information cues that must be
processed in a graph increase, that component complexity increases. Abela (2008) suggests that
as the number of items displayed in a graph (component complexity) changes, the optimal graph
type changes as well. To investigate this assertion further, I manipulate the component
complexity displayed in a graph as either low (consisting of two data series), or high (consisting
of five data series). My analysis of Fortune 100 data 12 shows that of the annual reports from
2017 to 2019, net income items such as revenue and expenses accounted for 70.9 percent of
financial graphs reported, earnings related graphs accounted for 15.2 percent balance sheet items
accounted for 7.40 percent of graphs, and the remaining 6.50 percent of graphs were other
financial performance graphs. Of the net income items, revenue and operating expenses by
segment were most commonly reported, and the tasks performed by participants focus on these
graphs. To manipulate the component complexity displayed on a graph, the number of operating
segments (data series) on the graph are manipulated between two operating segments for few
items and five operating segments for many items. The graphs for each graph type and each
number of items displayed, are shown in Appendix A.

The data of graph use in Fortune 100 annual reports was gathered by another PhD student and I. Each of us
collected data from 50 of the companies listed in the Fortune 100 listing. Since the data such as graph type used, and
graph titles were objective tasks it was deemed unnecessary to measure and analyze the degree of consistency in
coding.
12
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Dependent Variables
In my study, I examine how the fit of a graph type effects the decision-making
performance in a setting with high and low component complexity. To capture decision-making
performance, participants effectiveness (decision accuracy) and efficiency (decision timeliness)
are measured. Cognitive load tends to increase when there is lack of cognitive fit and ultimately
leads to increased task time and/or decreased accuracy (Vessey 1991; 1994; Vessey and Galletta
1991). As a result, both decision timeliness and decision accuracy capture the decision-making
performance of a decision maker and the cognitive fit of a graph type. To measure cognitive
load, participants answered a responded to four of the six NASA TLX categories using a 20point Likert scale. The four categories from the NASA TLX used were: (1) Mental Demand, (2)
Perceived Performance, (3) Perceived Effort, and (4) Perceived Frustration. The two NASA TLX
categories omitted were temporal demand and physical demand. Temporal demand (how hurried
or rushed a participant felt while completing the task) was omitted due to participants having an
unlimited amount of time to complete their tasks. Physical demand was omitted due to the task
not having a physical component. From the four measures captured, a composite score is created
and reported as the NASA_TLX variable.
To capture decision efficiency, the amount of time, in seconds, a participant used to
complete a task was captured. For both the comparison tasks and compositional tasks, the time
captured begins when participants are initially shown the task and ends with their last click
(answer) when responding to the task. The number of seconds from when the task is displayed to
a user’s last click is reported as the Timeliness variable.
Following Glaros and Kline (1988), Zhou et al. (2009), and Khan et al. (2017), decision
accuracy consists of two distinct measures: decision sensitivity, decision specificity. Decision
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sensitivity focuses on a participant’s ability to identify correct responses when completing a task,
and decision specificity focuses on a participant’s ability to ignore an incorrect answer. Both
decision sensitivity and decision specificity are components of a participant’s overall decision
accuracy (Glaros and Kline 1988; Zhou et al. 2009; Khan et al. 2017). A combined measure that
equally weights decision sensitivity and decision specificity is reported for each task as the
dependent variable Accuracy. Decision sensitivity and decision sensitivity are also separately
investigated for the comparison task. Due to the nature of compositional tasks, measures of
decision sensitivity and decision specificity are inseparable and only the Accuracy variable is
reported.
Decision Sensitivity captures a decision maker’s ability to successfully identify correct
responses when completing a task. In the comparison task, participants are asked to identify
unusual relationships between lines on a line graph or bars on a bar graph. The goal of decision
sensitivity in this study is to determine if unusual relationships are identified when they are
present. To capture sensitivity, I adapt the formula used by Glaros and Kline (1988), Zhou et al.
(2009), and Khan et al. (2017) which states that sensitivity equals the number of reported true
positives (successfully identified unusual relationships) divided by the sum of true positives and
false negatives (the total number of unusual relationships present). The following formula is used
to capture decision sensitivity:
Sensitivity =

Number of correctly identified unusual relationships
Total number of unusual relationships present

While decision sensitivity reflects a user’s ability to identify true positives, it does not
account for users reporting false positives. Decision specificity examines a decision-maker’s
ability to identify true negatives, and not report false positives. Sensitivity identifies the
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probability that an unusual relationship is identified when present, and specificity identifies the
probability that an unusual relationship is not recorded, when an unusual relationship is absent
(Zhou et al. 2009). To capture specificity, I adapt the formula used by Glaros and Kline (1988),
Zhou et al. (2009), and Khan et al. (2017) which states that decision specificity equals the
number of reported true negatives (correctly identified as normal relationships) divided by the
sum of true negatives and false positives (the total number of normal relationships present). The
following formula is used to capture decision specificity:
Specificity =

Number of correctly identified normal relationships
Total number of normal relationships

In some instances, simply identifying true negatives or true positives accomplishes the
task at hand, but often false positives and false negatives lead to ineffectiveness and
inefficiencies when analyzing data. Zhou et al. (2009) find that the statistical measure of
accuracy equally weights both sensitivity and specificity when determining task performance.
This measure takes into consideration both a decision maker’s ability to successfully identify
true positives and true negatives. To capture accuracy, I adapt the formula used by Glaros and
Kline (1988), Zhou et al. (2009), and Khan et al. (2017) which states that accuracy equals the
sum of reported true positives and true negatives (correctly identified unusual relationships and
normal relationships) divided by the sum of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and
false negatives (the total number of relationships present).
The following formula is used to capture decision accuracy:
Accuracy =

Number of correctly identified normal relationships +
Number of correctly identified unusual relationships
Total number of relationships
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For the compositional tasks containing pie or stacked column graphs, decision accuracy
is measured similarly to the Accuracy measure above. Participants were asked to select 20
observations for testing from a group of operating segments based on the amount of expenses
each operating segment accounted for. Unlike the comparison task, the total number of responses
is set to 20, and participants were not permitted to allocate more or less than 20 responses. Due
to this condition, correct allocation of the 20 observations captures participants identifying both
true positive and true negatives. Since the task involves assigning 20 testing observations
between the operating segments, the total number of potential responses used in the Accuracy
formula below is the total permitted responses instead of the number of all potential responses
available. 13 The following formula is used to capture decision accuracy when comparing the
allocation by composition task using pie charts and stacked column charts:
Accuracy =

Number of correctly allocated observations
Total number of observations to allocate

Control Variables
In this study I control for a number of variables that could influence the findings of my
experiments. Since the task involves analyzing accounting data visualizations, a participant’s
years of experience in an accounting role (ACG_EXP) and years of experience in a role that
required interpreting graphs (VIS_EXP) are captured in both experiments. I also control for a
participant’s demographics including their age group (AGE), ability to distinguish colors
(COLOR_BLIND), and if they are a United States resident (US_RESIDENT).

In the graphs with high (low) component complexity, five (two) operating segments are presented. Since
participants could allocate twenty observations to one operating segment, there are one hundred (forty) possible
responses. Given that participants were restricted to only allocating twenty observations, twenty is used as the total
number of responses.
13
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For experiment two, other control variables were collected in addition to the control
variables previously mentioned. For experiment two, I also collected a participant’s gender
(GENDER) to examine if males and females exhibit different analytical performances. I also
capture a participant’s familiarity with bar graphs (BAR_FAM), line graphs (LINE_FAM), pie
graphs (PIE_FAM), and stacked column graphs (SC_FAM). Table 2 below summarizes the
variables used in this study.
Table 2
Variable Summary
Variables
Variable Definition
Dependent Variables
Timeliness

The number of seconds between when a participant is given a task and
their last response.

Sensitivity

The number of correctly identified unusual relationships divided by the
total number of unusual relationships

Specificity

The number of correctly identified normal relationships divided by the
total number of normal relationships

Accuracy

For Comparison Task: The number of correctly identified
relationships divided by the total number of relationships

For Compositional Task: The number of correctly allocated
observations divided by the total number of observations to allocate.
* Dependent Variables are calculated at each level of component complexity and for each
task.
Independent Variables

Graph Type

For Comparison Task: 1 if participants are given a bar graph, 0 if
participants are given a line graph
For Compositional Task: 1 if participants are given a pie graph, 0 if
participants are given a stacked column graph

Component
Complexity

The number of components displayed in a graph. Graphs of high
component complexity have five components, and graphs of low
component complexity have two components.
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Table 2 (Continued)
Control Variables
ACG_EXP

How many years of experience a participant has in an accounting role.

VIS_EXP

How many years of experience a participant has in a setting that
required them to interpret graphs.

AGE

1 if participants are between the ages of 18-25, 2 if participants are
between the ages of 26-35, 3 if participants are between the ages of 3545, and 4 if participants are 45 years or older.

COLOR_BLIND
US_RESIDENT
GENDER

1 if a participant has difficulty distinguishing between different colors,
otherwise 0.
1 if a participant lives in the United States, otherwise 0.
1 if a participant selected male, 0 if a participant selected female.

BAR_FAM

An 11-point Likert scale indicating if participants are not familiar (0)
or very familiar (10) with using bar graphs.

LINE_FAM

An 11-point Likert scale indicating if participants are not familiar (0)
or very familiar (10) with using line graphs.

PIE_FAM

An 11-point Likert scale indicating if participants are not familiar (0)
or very familiar (10) with using pie graphs.

SC_FAM

An 11-point Likert scale indicating if participants are not familiar (0)
or very familiar (10) with using stacked column graphs.

Cognitive Load Variables
CL_U

CL_TLX

CL_PD
CL_SD
CL_SA

An 11-point Likert scale indicating how difficult or easy a participant
perceived the task they just completed.
A composite score of a participant’s responses to 11-point Likert scales
for each of the following components of the NASA TLX: 1) How
mentally demanding the task was, 2) Perception of task performance,
and 3) Perceived effort required to complete the task, and 4) The
amount of frustration experienced when completing the task.
The difference between the average pupil diameter in pixels of a
participant’s left and right eye when the participant started the study,
and the participant’s left and right eye average pupil diameter in pixels
while completing a task.
The number of milliseconds a participant experienced a saccade while
completing a task.
The total angular distance that a participant’s eyes travelled from the
start to end of a saccade for all saccades that occurred while
completing a task.
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Table 2 (Continued)
CL_SR
CL_SC
CL_HR

The difference between the amount of kilo ohms a participant recorded
at the start of the study and their average kilo ohms when completing a
task.
The difference between the amount of micro siemens a participant
recorded at the start of the study and their average micro siemens when
completing a task.
The difference between a participant’s heart rate at when starting the
study and their average heart rate while completing a task.

Participants
For experiment one, participants were 75 Certified Public Accountants (CPAs) at a
continuing professional education virtual conference that was hosted by a large university in the
southeastern United States. Participants had job roles in internal auditing and accounting
services, external audit and consulting services, tax services, and executive work. For experiment
two, participants were 61 graduate accounting students from a large university in the
southeastern United States. All 61 of these students were enrolled in a Master of Accountancy
(MAcc) program and completed the study in a biometric lab. The final sample includes all 75
CPAs and 61 graduate students. Most likely due to improper placement of equipment, biometric
measures were not captured for all participants. For pupil measures such as pupil dilation and
microsaccade magnitude, biometric data was gathered for 60 of the 61 participants. For galvanic
skin response measures such as skin conductance and skin resistance, biometric data were
gathered for 58 of the 61 participants. Lastly, heart rate data were captured for only 22 of the 61
participants.
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RESULTS
Hypotheses one and two compare the decision-making performance of users viewing bar
graphs to that of users viewing line graphs when a data analytics task requires the comparison of
data changing over time with few periods, such as quarter-to-quarter revenue changes for an
entity. The decision-making performance of bar graph users compared to line graph users is
investigated in a setting with graphs of high component complexity and a setting with graphs of
low component complexity to examine if the number of items on a graph influence the fit of a
graph type for a task as suggested by the Abela Chart Chooser.
Hypothesis one predicts that in both the high and low component complexity comparison
task settings, that decision-makers will be more efficient, as evidenced by lower decision times,
when using line graphs than when using bar graphs. Since each participant completed both the
high and low complexity tasks in a random order, decision times are captured for both tasks. Due
to a participant’s decision time being repeatedly measured in both the high and low complexity
settings, I created a repeated measures model for the dependent variable Timeliness, which
captures the number of seconds between when a participant is given a task and their last
response. The repeated measures model compares Timeliness within participants for both the
high and low component complexity tasks. Within the model, I control for a participant’s years
of experience in an accounting role (ACG_EXP), years of experience in a role that required
interpreting graphs (VIS_EXP), age group (AGE), ability to distinguish colors (COLOR_BLIND),
United States residency status (US_RESIDENT), current role as either a student or professional
(SP), and I control for the order of the complexity tasks that the participant completed (ORDER).
The results of my repeated measures model is shown below in Table 3.
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In Panel A of Table 3, I present the mean and standard deviation Timeliness of bar graph
and line graph users in both the high and low component complexity setting. When examining
the decision efficiency of bar graph users and line graph users, I find in Panel B of Table 3 that
Graph Type has an insignificant within-subjects effect (p=.505). In Panel C of Table 3, I also
find an insignificant between-subjects effect on a user’s decision timeliness (p=.137). These
results suggest that contrary to hypothesis one, there is no difference in the decision time of users
when given a bar graph or line graph to complete a comparison task regardless of the level of
component complexity of the task at hand. I also find an insignificant within-subjects effect
(p=.184), and an insignificant between-subjects (p=.118) effect for SP indicating that there is no
difference in decision efficiency between the graduate student and professional participants.

Table 3
Analysis of Decision Efficiency of Bars and Line Graph Users
Panel A: Decision Timeliness Means (Standard Deviation)
Graph Type

N

Line Graph

68

Bar Graph

68

High Complexity

Low
Complexity

160.650

41.106

(221.028)

(25.677)

210.076

68.112

(459.875)

(83.002)
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Table 3 (Continued)
Panel B: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Within-Subject Effects
Type III Sum
Mean
Observed
Variable
F
Sig.
of Squares
Square
Power
Timeliness
Timeliness *
AGE
Timeliness *
US_RESIDENT
Timeliness *
COLOR_BLIND
Timeliness *
ACG_EXP
Timeliness *
VIS_EXP
Timeliness *
ORDER
Timeliness * SP
Timeliness *
Graph Type

1178.811

1178.811

0.052

0.019

0.890

122019.995

122019.995

0.288

1.991

0.161

9937.348

9937.348

0.068

0.162

0.688

36.917

36.917

0.050

0.001

0.980

124135.003

124135.003

0.292

2.025

0.157

51131.581

51131.581

0.148

0.834

0.363

322603.427

322603.427

0.624

5.263 0.023*

109279.923

109279.923

0.263

1.783

0.184

27425.298

27425.298

0.102

0.447

0.505

Panel C: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Variable

Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

Intercept

1334.242

1334.242

0.052

0.021

0.886

AGE

170247.358

170247.358

0.365

2.642

0.107

US_RESIDENT

11218.348

11218.348

0.070

0.174

0.677

COLOR_BLIND

5726.272

5726.272

0.060

0.089

0.766

ACG_EXP

51948.599

51948.599

0.145

0.806

0.371

VIS_EXP

124603.812

124603.812

0.281

1.934

0.167

ORDER

206374.984

206374.984

0.427

3.203

0.076

SP

159809.066

159809.066

0.346

2.480

0.118

Graph Type

144400.493

144400.493

0.318

2.241

0.137

* Significant at the p<.05 level
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While participants were equally randomized between graph types and shown the different
levels of component complexity in random order, I do find a significant within-subjects order
effect (p=.023). To further investigate the significant interaction between Timeliness and
ORDER, Table 4 below presents the mean and standard deviation of participants that completed
the low complexity task first (Low – High) and participants that completed the high complexity
task first (High – Low). From Table 4, I find that for the low component complexity task,
participants who completed the low complexity task first have greater decision times (Line: x̅=
48.523 seconds, Bar: x̅ = 56.428 seconds), than participants who completed the low complexity
task after completing the high complexity task (Line: x̅ = 32.606 seconds, Bar: x̅ = 39.541
seconds). I also find that for the high component complexity task, participants who completed
the high complexity task first have greater decision times (Line: x̅ = 126.532 seconds, Bar: x̅ =
176.810 seconds), than participants who completed the high complexity task as after completing
the low complexity task (Line: x̅ = 112.452 seconds, Bar: x̅ = 98.635 seconds). The results of
Table 4 indicate that participants who received a complexity level task second had greater
decision efficiency than participants who received the complexity level task first. This order
effect could be due to a treatment spillover effect. Participants that received the high (low)
complexity task second had the benefit of doing the low (high) complexity task first, which may
have contributed to their greater decision efficiency relative to those seeing the high (low)
complexity task first. While participants were shown a graph of completely different data for the
high and low complexity tasks, the task themselves were identical and asked participants to
identify unusual quarter-to-quarter relationships present in the graph.
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Table 4
Analysis of Decision Timeliness Order Effect for the Comparison Task
Task
Standard
Complexity
Timeliness
Graph Type
Mean
Deviation
Order
Line
112.452
81.682
High Complexity
Bar
98.635
86.858
Low - High
Line
48.523
30.025
Low Complexity
Bar
56.428
40.414
High Complexity
High - Low
Low Complexity

N
33
36
33
36

Line

126.532

118.140

30

Bar

176.810

179.961

24

Line

32.606

18.501

30

Bar

39.541

22.588

24

Hypothesis two predicts that line graphs will be more effective, as evidenced by greater
decision accuracy, than bar graphs when component complexity is high, but that there will be no
significant difference in effectiveness when component complexity is low. Since each participant
completed both the high and low complexity tasks, decision effectiveness is captured for both
tasks. Participants completed the high and low component complexity tasks in a random order
that was counterbalanced within the sample. Due to a participant’s decision effectiveness being
measured in both the high and low complexity settings, I created a repeated measures model for
the dependent variables Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity. Within each of these models, I
control for a participant’s years of experience in an accounting role (ACG_EXP), years of
experience in a role that required interpreting graphs (VIS_EXP), age group (AGE), ability to
distinguish colors (COLOR_BLIND), United States residency status (US_RESIDENT), current
role as either a student or professional (SP), and I control for the order of the complexity tasks
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that the participant completed (ORDER). The results of my repeated measures model for
Accuracy (Table 5), Sensitivity, (Table 6), and Specificity (Table 8) are presented below.
To examine a user’s decision effectiveness, I first examine Accuracy, which is a
combined measure of a decision-maker’s Sensitivity and Specificity. Accuracy represents the
percentage of possible responses that were correctly identified as true positives and true
negatives. Panel A of Table 5 below presents the mean and standard deviation Accuracy of bar
graph users and line graph users in both the high and low component complexity settings. In
Panel B of Table 5, I examine my repeated measures model and find that Graph Type has a
significant within-subjects effect (p=.025). In Panel C of Table 5, I find that Graph Type has an
insignificant between-subjects effect (p=.271). Collectively, these results indicate that as
component complexity increases, one graph type has a significantly greater decline in Accuracy
than the other graph type. From Panel A of Table 5, the results find that as task complexity
increases, bar graph users have a decline in accuracy of 11.62 percent, while line graph users
have a decline in accuracy of 17.5 percent. Consistent with hypothesis two, I find that there is no
difference in Accuracy between line graph users and bar graph users in the low component
complexity setting. Contrary to hypothesis two, I find that bar graph users exhibit significantly
greater Accuracy than line graph users as the component complexity of a graph increases. The
results of Table 5 suggest that regardless of the component complexity of a graph, bar graphs
lead to more effective decision-making performance than line graphs for comparison tasks.
These results suggest that the gestalt principles of proximity and similarity found in bar graphs
enables users to interpret data more effectively than line graph users. I also find no significant
within-subjects or between-subjects effect for the ORDER and SP variables, indicating that a
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participant’s classification as either a student or professional, and the order in which they
completed the complexity tasks did not have an effect on participants’ decision accuracy.

Table 5
Analysis of Decision Accuracy of Bars and Line Graph Users
Panel A: Decision Accuracy Means (Standard Deviation)
Graph Type

N

Line Graph

68

Bar Graph

68

High Complexity

Low Complexity

0.7507

0.9257

(0.144)

(0.054)

0.7963

0.9125

(0.144)

(0.054)

Panel B: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Within-Subject Effects
Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

Accuracy

0.017

0.017

0.224

1.454

0.230

Accuracy * AGE

0.011

0.011

0.160

0.933

0.336

0.002

0.002

0.073

0.205

0.652

0.000

0.000

0.050

0.004

0.949

0.000

0.000

0.052

0.022

0.883

0.002

0.002

0.065

0.134

0.715

0.000

0.000

0.050

0.000

0.984

Accuracy * SP

0.003

0.003

0.083

0.289

0.592

Accuracy * Graph
Type

0.058

0.058

0.612

5.112

0.025*

Variable

Accuracy *
US_RESIDENT
Accuracy *
COLOR_BLIND
Accuracy *
ACG_EXP
Accuracy *
VIS_EXP
Accuracy *
ORDER
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Table 5 (Continued)
Panel C: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Variable

Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

Intercept

1.844

1.844

1.000

146.630

0.000

AGE

0.000

0.000

0.051

0.011

0.918

US_RESIDENT

0.000

0.000

0.051

0.006

0.937

COLOR_BLIND

0.000

0.000

0.053

0.028

0.866

ACG_EXP

0.003

0.003

0.073

0.200

0.656

VIS_EXP

0.020

0.020

0.239

1.579

0.211

ORDER

0.002

0.002

0.064

0.127

0.722

SP

0.002

0.002

0.070

0.173

0.678

Graph Type

0.015

0.015

0.195

1.223

0.271

* Significant at the p<.05 level

The finding that bar graph users have significantly greater Accuracy than line graph
users, could be driven by bar graph users exhibiting greater decision sensitivity (ability to
identify true positives), greater decision specificity (ability to identify true negatives), or both. To
further investigate this phenomenon, I first create a repeated measures model for Sensitivity and
report my findings in Table 6 below. In my model, I reexamine if the task order had an effect on
participants, and I find an insignificant order effect between subjects (p=.968), and within
subjects (p=.07). In Panel A of Table 6, I present the mean and standard deviation Sensitivity of
bar graph users and line graph users in both the high and low component complexity settings. In
Panel B of Table 6, I present the results of my repeated measures model and find that Graph
Type does not have a significant within-subjects effect (p=.724). In Panel C of Table 6, I do find
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a significant between-subjects effect for Graph Type (p=.007). Together, these results indicate
that in both the high and low component complexity settings the graph type used by participants
has a significant effect on the participants decision sensitivity. Panel A of Table 6 finds that in a
setting of high (low) component complexity, line graph users are 7.3 (10.3) percent more likely
to identify a true positive response when a true positive response is present. Interestingly, this
finding does not provide an explanation for the favorability of bar graphs found in Table 5, but
rather presents a strength associated with the use of line graphs. This finding suggests that the
gestalt principle of connectedness, which is found in line graphs but not bar graphs, aids users in
identifying unusual relationships present in graphs.

Table 6
Analysis of Decision Sensitivity of Bars and Line Graph Users
Panel A: Decision Sensitivity Means (Standard Deviation)
Graph Type

N

Line Graph

68

Bar Graph

68

High Complexity

Low Complexity

0.544

0.493

(0.283)

(0.351)

0.471

0.390

(0.310)

(0.344)
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Table 6 (Continued)
Panel B: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Within-Subject Effects
Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

Sensitivity

0.147

0.147

0.318

2.242

0.137

Sensitivity *
AGE

0.158

0.158

0.338

2.410

0.123

0.001

0.001

0.052

0.015

0.903

0.004

0.004

0.057

0.061

0.805

0.003

0.003

0.056

0.049

0.825

0.042

0.042

0.124

0.635

0.427

0.219

0.219

0.443

3.346

0.070

0.119

0.119

0.268

1.821

0.180

0.008

0.008

0.064

0.125

0.724

Variable

Sensitivity *
US_RESIDENT
Sensitivity *
COLOR_BLIND
Sensitivity *
ACG_EXP
Sensitivity *
VIS_EXP
Sensitivity *
ORDER
Sensitivity * SP
Sensitivity *
Graph Type

Panel C: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Variable

Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

Intercept

2.000

2.000

0.991

18.954

0.000

AGE

0.044

0.044

0.098

0.419

0.519

US_RESIDENT

0.409

0.409

0.498

3.880

0.051

COLOR_BLIND

0.184

0.184

0.258

1.742

0.189

ACG_EXP

0.288

0.288

0.375

2.731

0.101

VIS_EXP

0.235

0.235

0.316

2.227

0.138

ORDER

0.000

0.000

0.050

0.002

0.968

SP

1.399

1.399

0.951

13.257 0.000***

Graph Type

0.783

0.783

0.772

7.425

0.007**

** Significant at the p<.01 level
*** Significant at the p<.001 level
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I also find a significant between-subjects effect for SP, indicating that there is a
significant difference in decision sensitivity between the graduate student and professional
populations (p=.000). To further investigate the difference between professionals and students, I
report the mean and standard deviations of professionals and students in Table 6 below. From
Table 6, I find that professionals have significantly greater decision sensitivity than students in
both the high and low component complexity settings. As noted by Deloitte (2016), KPMG
(2018), PwC (2019), EY (2021), and the PCAOB (2021), accounting data analytics are becoming
more heavily emphasized in the future accounting workplace. The finding of Table 6 suggests
that a gap exists in performance between professionals and students for comparison accounting
data analytic tasks. This finding should motivate academic instructors to incorporate and
emphasize accounting data analytics in their courses to better prepare students for their transition
to the professional workplace.
Table 7
Analysis of Decision Sensitivity of Students and Professionals for the Comparison Task
Task Complexity
Standard
Complexity Level Graph Type Mean
N
Order
Deviation
High Complexity
Professionals

Low Complexity

High Complexity
Students
Low Complexity

Line

0.662

0.265

37

Bar

0.539

0.316

38

Line

0.622

0.342

37

Bar

0.526

0.306

38

Line

0.403

0.239

31

Bar

0.383

0.284

30

Line

0.339

0.300

31

Bar

0.217

0.313

30
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To further investigate the findings of Table 5, I create a repeated measures model for
Specificity, which captures a decision-maker’s ability to successfully identify true negatives. The
results of my Specificity repeated measures model are reported below in Table 8. Panel A of
Table 8 presents the mean and standard deviation Specificity of bar graph users and line graph
users in both the high and low component complexity settings. In Panel B of Table 8, I find that
Graph Type has a significant within-subjects effect on Specificity (p=.021). These results
indicate that as component complexity increases, one graph type has a significantly greater
decline in Specificity than the other graph type. From Panel A of Table 6, I find that as task
complexity increases, bar graph users have a decline in Specificity of 13.8 percent while line
graph users have a decline in Specificity of 20 percent. The results in Panel C of Table 8 show
that Graph Type has a significant between-subjects effect on Specificity (p=.048). From Panel A
of Table 8, I find that bar graph users have significantly greater (5.9 percent) Specificity in the
high component complexity setting than line graph users. These results support the findings of
Accuracy and provide an explanation for why bar graph users outperformed line graph users for
comparison tasks; specifically, bar graph users exhibit greater decision specificity than line graph
users. This result could suggest that the gestalt principle of proximity found in bar graphs but not
line graphs allow participants to more effectively identify true negative responses and have a
greater overall accuracy than line graph users.
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Table 8
Analysis of Decision Specificity of Bars and Line Graph Users
Panel A: Decision Specificity Means (Standard Deviation)
Graph Type

N

Line Graph

68

Bar Graph

68

High Complexity

Low Complexity

0.774

0.974

(0.160)

(0.030)

0.833

0.971

(0.153)

(0.029)

Panel B: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Within-Subject Effects
Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

0.035

0.035

0.387

2.842

0.094

0.005

0.005

0.097

0.410

0.523

0.003

0.003

0.081

0.270

0.605

0.000

0.000

0.050

0.000

0.996

0.001

0.001

0.055

0.047

0.829

0.004

0.004

0.091

0.360

0.550

0.002

0.002

0.073

0.203

0.653

Specificity * SP

0.010

0.010

0.151

0.860

0.356

Specificity *
Graph Type

0.067

0.067

0.644

5.502

0.021*

Variable
Specificity
Specificity *
AGE
Specificity *
US_RESIDENT
Specificity *
COLOR_BLIND
Specificity *
ACG_EXP
Specificity *
VIS_EXP
Specificity *
ORDER
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Table 8 (Continued)
Panel C: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Variable

Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

Intercept

1.827

1.827

1.000

130.457

0.000

AGE

0.000

0.000

0.051

0.008

0.929

US_RESIDENT

0.004

0.004

0.081

0.267

0.606

COLOR_BLIND

0.001

0.001

0.056

0.051

0.822

ACG_EXP

0.000

0.000

0.050

0.001

0.973

VIS_EXP

0.011

0.011

0.138

0.753

0.387

ORDER

0.002

0.002

0.067

0.150

0.699

SP

0.006

0.006

0.102

0.452

0.503

Graph Type

0.056

0.056

0.508

3.982

0.048*

* Significant at the p<.05 level

The results of hypotheses one and two suggest that the optimal graph type to use for a
comparison task is dependent on the decision-maker’s goal of the task. When the goal of a task is
to ensure that all correct findings are identified regardless of the number of false positive
identified, decision sensitivity is weighted more heavily, and line graphs are superior to bar
graphs. When the goal of a task emphasizes to only select findings that are true positives,
decision specificity is more heavily weighted, and bar graphs are superior to line graphs. If a
decision maker’s ability to identify true positive and true negatives are equally weighted, the
results for the Accuracy variable suggest that bar graphs are superior to line graphs.
The finding that the optimal graph for a task is dependent on a decision-maker’s task goal
suggest an extension to the Shaft and Vessey (2006) Extended Cognitive Fit Model. In addition
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to external problem representations interacting with a decision-maker’s internal problem
representation, external problem representations also interact with the problem-solving task. The
relation between the task goal and graph type can ultimately affect a decision-maker’s problemsolving performance. In addition to the task goal, task characteristics such as the number of
components on a graph effect the optimal external problem representation. When component
complexity is high, bar graphs in most cases are more optimal since they have significantly
greater Accuracy; however, when component complexity is low, more ambiguity is present since
there were no significant differences in Accuracy or Timeliness between bar graph users and line
graph users. While problem-solving tasks can influence an external problem representation, tasks
are not influenced by their external representations. Unlike the relation between internal and
external problem representations, the relation between external problem representations and
problem-solving tasks is one-way. Figure 6 below shows the adapted Extended Cognitive Fit
Model with the additional relation between problem solving task and external problem
representations shown with a dashed arrow.
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Figure 6: Adapted Extended Cognitive Fit Model

Hypotheses 3 and 4 shift from comparing bar and line graphs completing comparison
tasks to comparing pie graphs and stacked column graphs completing compositional tasks.
Similar to the comparison task, the compositional task also investigates a setting where users are
presented with graphs of high component complexity and a setting where users are presented
with graphs of low component complexity. Hypotheses 3 and 4 predict that regardless of the
component complexity of a graph, there will be no significant difference in decision efficiency
(Timeliness) or decision effectiveness (Accuracy) between pie graph users and stacked column
graph users. Since each participant completed both the high and low complexity tasks, both
Timeliness and Accuracy are captured for both tasks. Participants completed the high and low
component complexity tasks in a random order that was counterbalanced within the sample.
Since both Timeliness and Accuracy are repeatedly measured in both the high and low
complexity settings, I test these hypotheses by creating repeated measures models for the
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dependent variables Timeliness and Accuracy. Within each of the models, I control for a
participant’s years of experience in an accounting role (ACG_EXP), years of experience in a role
that required interpreting graphs (VIS_EXP), age group (AGE), ability to distinguish colors
(COLOR_BLIND), United States residency status (US_RESIDENT), current role as either a
student or professional (SP), and I control for the order of the complexity tasks that the
participant completed (ORDER). The results of my repeated measures model for Timeliness and
Accuracy are discussed below.
Similar to the comparison task, the dependent variable Timeliness captures the number of
seconds between when a participant is given a task and their last response to the task. In Panel A
of Table 9 below, I present the mean and standard deviation Timeliness of pie graph and stacked
column graph users in both the high and low component complexity setting. In Panel B of Table
7, I report the within-subject effects of my repeated measures model and find that Graph Type
does not have a significant effect on Timeliness (p=.513). In Panel C of Table 7, I report the
between-subject effects of my repeated measures model and find that Graph Type also does not
have a significant between-subjects effect on Timeliness (p=.550). Together, based on these
results, null hypothesis 3 cannot be rejected. Recall that hypothesis 3 posited that there is no
significant difference in decision efficiency between pie graph users and stacked column graph
users when completing a compositional task of high or low component complexity.
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Table 9
Analysis of Decision Timeliness of Pie and Stacked Column Graph Users
Panel A: Decision Timeliness Means (Standard Deviation)
Graph Type

N

Pie Graph

65

Stacked Column
Graph

71

High Complexity

Low Complexity

124.967

49.120

(106.14)

(42.764)

132.839

50.291

(177.177)

(50.607)

Panel B: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Within-Subject Effects
Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

286516.218

286516.218

1.000

42.398

0.000

189.593

189.593

0.053

0.028

0.867

355933.734

355933.734

1.000

52.670

0.000***

1284.741

1284.741

0.072

0.190

0.664

14605.935

14605.935

0.309

2.161

0.144

330.041

330.041

0.056

0.049

0.825

35200.652

35200.652

0.620

5.209

0.024*

Timeliness * SP

2420.156

2420.156

0.091

0.358

0.551

Timeliness *
Graph Type

5385.166

5385.166

0.144

0.797

0.374

Variable
Timeliness
Timeliness * AGE
Timeliness *
US_RESIDENT
Timeliness *
COLOR_BLIND
Timeliness *
ACG_EXP
Timeliness *
VIS_EXP
Timeliness *
ORDER
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Table 9 (Continued)
Panel C: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Variable

Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

Intercept

450845.294

450845.294

1.000

46.852

0.000

1086.885

1086.885

0.063

0.113

0.737

US_RESIDENT

393817.519

393817.519

1.000

40.925 0.000*** 14

COLOR_BLIND

83.717

83.717

0.051

0.009

0.926

ACG_EXP

19828.159

19828.159

0.297

2.061

0.154

VIS_EXP

1536.593

1536.593

0.068

0.160

0.690

ORDER

23697.241

23697.241

0.344

2.463

0.119

SP

17726.513

17726.513

0.270

1.842

0.177

Graph Type

2112.038

2112.038

0.075

0.219

0.640

AGE

* Significant at the p<.05 level
*** Significant at the p<.001 level
Although participants were randomly assigned graph types and shown the different levels
of component complexity in random order, I still find a significant within-subjects order effect in
Table 9 (p=.024). To further investigate the interaction between Timeliness and ORDER, Table
10 below reports the mean and standard deviation of participants that completed the low
complexity task first (Low – High) and participants that completed the high complexity task first
(High – Low). From the results of Table 10, I find that for the low component complexity task,
participants who completed the low complexity task second after finishing the high complexity
task, had lower decision times (Pie: x̅ = 31.02 seconds, Stacked Column: x̅ = 31.43 seconds),

From the collective sample, there was only one student participant and one professional participant that was not a
resident of the United States. Both participants were randomly assigned to the stacked column treatment for the
compositional task. The mean (standard deviation) for these two participants was 738.4 (906.74) seconds.
14
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than participants who completed the low complexity task first (Pie: x̅ = 67.78 seconds, Stacked
Column: x̅ = 77.61 seconds). Similar to the comparison task, this finding could be driven by a
treatment spillover effect, where participants that received the low complexity task second were
influenced by what they saw when they completed the high complexity task first.
For the high component complexity task, I find that stacked column graph users that
completed the high complexity task first report favorable decision timeliness (x̅ = 120.42
seconds), when compared to stacked column graph users that completed the high complexity task
second (x̅ =150.82 seconds). I find the opposite for pie graph users in the high complexity setting
and find that participants who completed the high complexity task second reported more
favorable decision times (x̅ = 120.97 seconds), than participants who completed the high
complexity task first (x̅ = 128.84 seconds). This finding in the high component complexity task
setting could be driven by a combination of the gestalt principle of proximity and the treatment
spillover effect also found in the low component complexity setting. The results of the pie graphs
seem to indicate that, consistent with the low complexity setting, there is a treatment spillover
effect and a benefit of completing the task second with the experience of the first task. The
results of the stacked column graphs could suggest that in the high component complexity
setting, the gestalt principle of proximity offsets the benefit of the treatment spillover effect. In
the high component complexity setting for stacked column graphs, a maximum of two
components can touch out of the five total components. This inherent condition of stacked
column graphs creates a gap in proximity between the component at the bottom of the stacked
column graph and the component at the top of the graph. In the low component complexity
setting, the two components do not have a gap in the stacked column graph as they would in the
high component complexity setting. All components of pie graphs join in the center of the pie
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graph in both the high and low component complexity setting and therefore, do not have a gap
between components in either complexity setting. While prior literature has not identified
specific principles of Gestalt Theory that apply to the debate of the use of pie graphs, the results
of Table 10 suggest that the principle of proximity found in pie graphs can potentially benefit
users as component complexity increases.

Table 10
Analysis of Decision Timeliness Order Effect for the Compositional Task
Task
Standard
Complexity
Timeliness
Graph Type
Mean
Deviation
Order
Stacked Column 150.818
248.342
High Complexity
Pie
120.974
122.494
Low – High
Stacked Column 77.606
59.944
Low Complexity

High Complexity

N
29
32
29

Pie
Stacked Column

67.784
120.425

48.675
105.311

32
42

Pie

128.840

89.246

33

Stacked Column

31.430

32.039

42

Pie

31.022

26.003

33

High – Low
Low Complexity

Hypothesis 4 predicts that regardless of the level of component complexity of a task,
there will be no difference in decision effectiveness between pie graph users and stacked column
graph users. To test this hypothesis, I construct a repeated measures model for Accuracy and
report my findings below in Table 11. Accuracy captures the percentage of allocations that a
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participant correctly allocated. In Panel A of Table 11, I present the mean and standard deviation
of Accuracy of pie graphs and stacked column graphs in both the high and low component
complexity settings. In Panel B of Table 11, I find that Graph Type has an insignificant withinsubjects effect (p=.481), on Accuracy, and in Panel C of Table 8, I find that Graph Type has an
insignificant between-subjects effect (p=.235). Together these results are consistent with
hypothesis 4 in that there is no significant difference in decision accuracy between pie graph
users and stacked column graph users in either the high component complexity setting or the low
component complexity setting.

Table 11
Analysis of Decision Accuracy of Pie and Stacked Column Graph Users
Panel A: Decision Accuracy Means (Standard Deviation)
Graph Type

N

Pie Graph

65

Stacked Column
Graph

71

High Complexity

Low Complexity

0.910

0.932

(0.092)

(0.090)

0.903

0.909

(0.149)

(0.105)
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Table 11 (Continued)
Panel B: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Within-Subject Effects
Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

Accuracy

0.011

0.011

0.193

1.200

0.275

Accuracy * AGE

0.005

0.005

0.114

0.548

0.461

0.022

0.022

0.335

2.389

0.125

0.000

0.000

0.053

0.024

0.878

0.012

0.012

0.202

1.277

0.261

0.002

0.002

0.080

0.261

0.611

0.015

0.015

0.250

1.670

0.199

Accuracy * SP

0.001

0.001

0.058

0.071

0.790

Accuracy *
Graph Type

0.005

0.005

0.108

0.500

0.481

Variable

Accuracy *
US_RESIDENT
Accuracy *
COLOR_BLIND
Accuracy *
ACG_EXP
Accuracy *
VIS_EXP
Accuracy *
ORDER

Panel C: Repeated Measures Model Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Variable

Type III Sum
of Squares

Mean
Square

Observed
Power

F

Sig.

Intercept

2.520

2.520

1.000

155.844

0.000

AGE

0.083

0.083

0.616

5.157

0.025*

US_RESIDENT

0.000

0.000

0.051

0.006

0.936

COLOR_BLIND

0.015

0.015

0.156

0.902

0.344

ACG_EXP

0.020

0.020

0.200

1.260

0.264

VIS_EXP

0.025

0.025

0.235

1.548

0.216

ORDER

0.000

0.000

0.053

0.027

0.869

SP

0.006

0.006

0.094

0.380

0.539

Graph Type

0.023

0.023

0.219

1.421

0.235
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The results of hypotheses 3 and 4 suggest that contrary to strong opinions against the use
of pie graphs such as “The only worse design than a pie chart is several of them”, “Death to pie
charts”, and “Pie charts are evil” (Tufte 1983 p.4; Knaflic 2011 p.1; 2015 p.61), there is no
significant difference in problem-solving performance between pie graphs and stacked column
graphs for compositional tasks. Studies arguing for the use of pie graphs have stated that pie
graph users have faster decision times than bar graph users when identifying components of a
graph and users are more familiar with pie graphs than alternative compositional graphs (Saket et
al. 2019; Huestegge and Potzsch 2018). Just as the claim that pie graphs should not be used is
unsupported by the results of this study, I also do not find evidence suggesting that pie graph
users are more efficient or that higher familiarity with pie graphs leads to pie graph users having
greater decision-making performance over stacked column graph users.
For experiment two, I capture additional control variables which include BAR_FAM,
LINE_FAM, PIE_FAM, SC_FAM, and GENDER. BAR_FAM, LINE_FAM, PIE_FAM, and
SC_FAM capture a participant’s familiarity with bar graphs, line graphs, pie graphs, and stacked
column graphs on an 11-point Likert scale. Gender was also captured to identify if there are
analytical performance differences between males and females. To analyze if a participant’s
gender or familiarity with applicable graph types affected their analytical performance, I analyze
the sample of graduate students that were gathered in experiment two and reperform the models
previously presented in the results above with the additional control variables. For the
comparison task models, the variables BAR_FAM, LINE_FAM, and GENDER are added to the
existing models, and for the compositional task models, the variables PIE_FAM, SC_FAM, and
GENDER are added to the existing models. For all measures of decision efficiency and
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effectiveness I find that a participant’s gender and familiarity with applicable graph types has an
insignificant within-subjects and between-subjects effect for both comparison tasks and
compositional tasks.
Hypothesis 5 predicts that the relation between graph type and decision-making
performance is mediated by a decision-maker’s cognitive load. To test this hypothesis, I use the
Hayes Process Macro to further investigate conditions where the results of my repeated measures
models find a significant effect between Graph Type and a measure of decision-making
performance. The results of the Hayes Process Macro are reported in the mediation analyses
tables below (Table 12 and Table 13). 15 From the repeated measures models, I find that Graph
Type has a significant effect on Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity for the comparison task.
Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity in both the high and low complexity setting are further
explored to examine if a user’s cognitive load mediates the relation between Graph Type and
these measures of decision effectiveness. Variables controlled for in the repeated measures
models are also controlled for in mediation analysis for each dependent variable.
Cognitive load is captured through two measures: (1) the user’s perceived difficulty of
the task completed (CL_U) and (2) the total score of the NASA TLX questionnaire reported by
the user (CL_TLX). To identify if these measures of cognitive load mediate the relation between
Graph Type and performance, I use the Hayes Process Macro to report the effect that graph type

15
Pictorial representations of mediation models are not presented for two reasons. First, all of the decision-making
performance variables are repeated within-subjects measures that should be considered collectively within both
complexity settings when analyzing the relation between Graph Type and the decision-making performance
variables. A mediation model would separate the reporting of this relation based on the task complexity level, which
would be contrary to the goal of the study to examine the interaction between task complexity and graph type on
performance. Second, a total of 12 mediation analyses are performed in Table 12 and a total of 36 mediation
analyses are performed in Table 13. To present the results in a more simplified and understandable format I chose to
summarize the data within two tables rather than 48 mediation models.
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has on a user’s cognitive load and the effect that a user’s cognitive load has on performance in
Table 12 below. From the results of Panel A of Table 12, I find that Graph Type has an
insignificant effect on a participant’s perceived overall cognitive load in both the high (p=.733),
and low (p=.901) component complexity settings. Panel A of Table 12 also finds that cognitive
load has a significant inverse relation with Accuracy (p=.016), and Specificity (p=.006), in the
high component complexity setting. Collectively these results indicate that while the graph type
used to complete the task does not affect a user’s cognitive load, a user who perceives the task as
lower cognitive load has significantly greater Accuracy and Specificity than a user who perceives
the same task as higher cognitive load.
Hendy et al. (1993) suggests that in some situations, a multivariate measure of cognitive
load, such as the NASA TLX, can be a more ideal measure of cognitive load than a univariate
measure, because a multivariate measure allows participants to consider more factors would
contribute to cognitive load. To examine if a multivariate measure, specifically the NASA TLX,
yield different results, I report my findings in Panel B of Table 12 below. From the results of
Panel B of Table 12, I find consistent results with the univariate measure of cognitive load in
Panel A. Specifically, I find that Graph Type has an insignificant effect on a participant’s
perceived overall cognitive load in both the high (p=.895), and low (p=.318) component
complexity settings. I also find consistent results that participants that report a lower level of
cognitive load experience significantly greater Accuracy (p=.012), and Specificity (p=.01).
Overall, these results do not support hypothesis 5 positing that cognitive load mediates the
relation between graph type and accounting data analytic performance.
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Table 12
Perceived Cognitive Load Mediation Analysis of Graph Type and Performance Relation
Panel A: Cognitive Load Univariate Measure (CL_U) Analysis of Mediation
Performance
Variable

Component
Complexity

Accuracy
Accuracy
Sensitivity
Sensitivity
Specificity
Specificity

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

Graph Type to
Cognitive Load
F-Statistic
0.342
0.124
0.342
0.124
0.342
0.124

Sig.
0.733
0.901
0.733
0.901
0.733
0.901

Cognitive Load to Performance
F-Statistic
-2.436
0.659
1.322
1.336
-2.779
-0.391

Sig.
0.016*
0.51
0.188
0.184
0.006**
0.697

Panel B: Cognitive Load NASA TLX Measure (CL_TLX) Analysis of Mediation
Performance
Variable

Component
Complexity

Accuracy
Accuracy
Sensitivity
Sensitivity
Specificity
Specificity

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

Graph Type to
Cognitive Load
F-Statistic
-0.132
1.003
-0.132
1.003
-0.132
1.003

Sig.
0.895
0.318
0.895
0.318
0.895
0.318

Cognitive Load to Performance
F-Statistic
Sig.
-2.546
0.012*
0.739
0.462
-0.008
0.994
1.091
0.278
-2.618
0.01**
0.666
0.947
* Significant at the p< .05 level
** Significant at the p< .01 level

To explore if the results of Table 12 are due to self-reporting bias, I examine if biometric
measures of cognitive load draw the same conclusion as the perceived measures of cognitive
load used in Table 12. Biometric measures were only captured in experiment two, which was
administered to participants that were graduate students. The captured biometric measures of
cognitive load include a participant’s pupil dilation (CL_PD), saccade duration (CL_SD),
saccade amplitude (CL_SA), change in GSR Skin Resistance (CL_SR), change in GSR Skin
Conductance (CL_SC), and change in heart rate (CL_HR). All variables that are a biometric
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measure of change capture the difference between a participant’s initial recording when starting
the study, and the average recording during the completion of either the high or low complexity
task. All control variables used in the repeated measures model and the additional controls for
graph type familiarity and gender are controlled for in the mediation analysis. Similar to Table
12, Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity for the comparison task are investigated in both the
high and low complexity settings since graph type had a significant effect on each of the
effectiveness measures. Table 13 below presents the mediation analysis for the biometric
measures of cognitive load.
From the results of Table 13 below, I find that cognitive load does not mediate the
relation between graph type and performance on accounting data analytic tasks. For each
biometric measure of cognitive load, I find that cognitive load has an insignificant effect on a
participant’s analytical performance. I also find that graph type has an insignificant effect on a
decision maker’s cognitive load, with the exception of the saccade duration measure of cognitive
load in the low component complexity condition. These results do not provide support for
hypothesis 5 and are consistent with the findings of Table 12.
Table 13
Biometric Cognitive Load Mediation Analysis of Graph Type and Performance Relation
Panel A: Cognitive Load Pupil Dilation (CL_PD) Analysis of Mediation
Graph Type to
Cognitive Load to Performance
Performance
Component
Cognitive Load
Variable
Complexity
F-Statistic
Sig.
F-Statistic
Sig.
Accuracy
High
0.168
0.867
-0.989
0.328
Accuracy
Low
0.439
0.662
0.298
0.767
Sensitivity
High
0.168
0.867
0.090
0.929
Sensitivity
Low
0.439
0.662
0.536
0.595
Specificity
High
0.168
0.867
-1.123
0.267
Specificity
Low
0.439
0.662
-0.129
0.897
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Table 13 (Continued)
Panel B: Cognitive Load Saccade Duration Measure (CL_SD) Analysis of Mediation
Graph Type to
Cognitive Load to Performance
Performance
Component
Cognitive Load
Variable
Complexity
F-Statistic
Sig.
F-Statistic
Sig.
Accuracy
High
-1.370
0.177
-0.660
0.512
Accuracy
Low
-2.046
0.046*
-1.040
0.303
Sensitivity
High
-1.370
0.177
-0.117
0.907
Sensitivity
Low
-2.046
0.046*
-1.047
0.301
Specificity
High
-1.370
0.177
-0.700
0.487
Specificity
Low
-2.046
0.046*
-0.558
0.577
Panel C: Cognitive Load Saccade Amplitude Measure (CL_SA) Analysis of Mediation
Graph Type to
Cognitive Load to Performance
Performance
Component
Cognitive Load
Variable
Complexity
F-Statistic
Sig.
F-Statistic
Sig.
Accuracy
High
-1.682
0.099
-0.380
0.706
Accuracy
Low
-1.951
0.057
0.601
0.551
Sensitivity
High
-1.682
0.099
-1.781
0.081
Sensitivity
Low
-1.951
0.057
0.736
0.466
Specificity
High
-1.682
0.099
0.039
0.969
Specificity
Low
-1.951
0.057
0.551
0.582
Panel D: Cognitive Load GSR Skin Resistance Measure (CL_SR) Analysis of Mediation
Graph Type to
Cognitive Load to Performance
Performance
Component
Cognitive Load
Variable
Complexity
F-Statistic
Sig.
F-Statistic
Sig.
Accuracy
High
1.005
0.320
1.278
0.207
Accuracy
Low
1.004
0.320
-0.490
0.627
Sensitivity
High
1.005
0.320
0.740
0.463
Sensitivity
Low
1.004
0.320
-0.585
0.561
Specificity
High
1.005
0.320
1.215
0.230
Specificity
Low
1.004
0.320
-0.929
0.353
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Table 13 (Continued)
Panel E: Cognitive Load GSR Skin Conductance Measure (CL_SC) Analysis of Mediation
Graph Type to
Cognitive Load to Performance
Performance
Component
Cognitive Load
Variable
Complexity
F-Statistic
Sig.
F-Statistic
Sig.
Accuracy
High
-0.087
0.931
-0.171
0.865
Accuracy
Low
-0.112
0.911
-0.366
0.716
Sensitivity
High
-0.087
0.931
-1.089
0.282
Sensitivity
Low
-0.112
0.911
-0.403
0.689
Specificity
High
-0.087
0.931
0.098
0.923
Specificity
Low
-0.112
0.911
-0.087
0.931
Panel F: Cognitive Load Heart Rate Measure (CL_HR) Analysis of Mediation
Graph Type to
Cognitive Load to Performance
Performance
Component
Cognitive Load
Variable
Complexity
F-Statistic
Sig.
F-Statistic
Sig.
Accuracy
High
-0.205
0.839
-0.403
0.689
Accuracy
Low
-0.553
0.583
1.286
0.204
Sensitivity
High
-0.205
0.839
-0.014
0.989
Sensitivity
Low
-0.553
0.583
1.731
0.090
Specificity
High
-0.205
0.839
-0.442
0.660
Specificity
Low
-0.553
0.583
0.371
0.711
* Significant at the p< .05 level
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Incorporating accounting “Big Data” analyses into the judgments of accountants and
auditors will require the adoption of appropriate data analytics tools (Brown-Liburd 2015).
Deloitte (2016), KPMG (2018), PwC (2019), and EY (2021) have invested heavily in data
visualization tools to aid auditors in analyzing accounting Big Data, but Buchheit et al. (2020)
surveys auditors and finds that auditors report to have minimal experience creating and analyzing
data visualizations. Abela (2008) and Knaflic (2015) have provided recommendations of when to
use specific graph types, but prior literature has not empirically examined how the use of specific
graph types affects decision-making performance. This study provides this empirical evidence
and draws on Cognitive Fit Theory, Cognitive Load Theory, and the Gestalt Theory of Visual
Perception to enhance our understanding of how specific graph types affects decision-making
performance.
I employ two experiments to investigate the fit between graph type and performance on
accounting data analytics tasks. In both experiments I investigate decision-making performance
for comparison tasks and compositional tasks at a high component complexity level and a low
component complexity level. I investigate comparison and compositional data because these two
sets of data are the most common data types used in graphical presentations in corporate annual
reports. I measure decision-making performance by capturing a participant’s decision efficiency
(timeliness), decision sensitivity (ability to identify true positives), decision specificity (ability to
identify true negatives), and decision accuracy (a combined measure of decision sensitivity and
decision specificity). When investigating decision efficiency, I find no difference in the decision
times of bar graph users and line graph users for comparison tasks. However, when examining
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decision effectiveness, I do find significant differences between bar graph users and line graph
users for comparison tasks. From my results, I find that line graph users have significantly
greater decision sensitivity than bar graph users when completing comparison tasks of either
high or low component complexity. While line graph users excel in decision sensitivity, bar
graph users have significantly greater decision specificity than line graph users when completing
comparison tasks of high component complexity. Also, I find that as component complexity
increases, the disparity in decision specificity between bar graph users and line graph users
significantly increases. When equally weighting both decision specificity and decision
sensitivity, this study finds that bar graph users produce significantly greater decision accuracy
than line graph users as component complexity increases.
Collectively, these results suggest an extension to the Shaft and Vessey (2006) Extended
Cognitive Fit Model in finding that characteristics of a problem-solving task such as the task
goal play a role in determining the most fitting (optimal) graph type to use. The results of this
study suggest that when the goal of a task is to ensure that all true positives are identified
regardless of the number of false positives identified, line graphs are more optimal than bar
graphs. If the goal of a task emphasizes the omission of false positive responses, or if the task
goal equally weights the ability to identify true positives and omit false positives, bar graphs are
a more optimal than line graphs. Another task characteristic that plays a role in the selection of
the most fitting graph type is the level of component complexity present in a dataset. As the level
of component complexity increases, the benefit of bar graphs for comparison tasks become more
prevalent. This study extends cognitive fit theory by proposing a modification to the Extended
Cognitive Fit Model that reflects the phenomena exhibited in this study. From the modification
to the Shaft and Vessey (2006) Extended Cognitive Fit Model additional factors that influence
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the fit of a data visualization such as the task characteristics are considered and provide an
enhanced understanding of the relation between external problem representations and decisionmaking performance.
While the component complexity of a task is subject to the number of data series present
in an accounting dataset, the goal of an accounting data analytic task can have stronger emphasis
on decision specificity or decision sensitivity. In the audit domain, analytical procedures
surrounding the assessment of fraud or misstatements could emphasize decision sensitivity given
the importance of addressing all true positive instances. Though all instances of irregularities that
could be fraud or misstatements would be addressed in an ideal audit, a large number of false
positives observations could lead to auditors exerting time and effort on observations that do not
need to be further investigated. Given that audit resources are limited, weighting decision
specificity more heavily would allow auditors to focus on observations that are more likely to be
true positives but would result in a list of true positive observations that are more likely to be
incomplete than an approach that weighs decision sensitivity more heavily. Ultimately, the
emphasis on decision sensitivity and decision specificity is subject to the judgment of the audit
team. Future research could investigate what audit activities and factors influence an audit team’s
emphasis on decision sensitivity and decision specificity.
Another important takeaway from this study is the evidence that professionals are able to
identify significantly more true positive responses when completing comparison tasks than
graduate students entering the accounting field. All four of the Big 4 accounting firms, the
PCAOB, and the IMA report that accounting data analytics have been and will continue to be
more heavily emphasized in the workplace (Deloitte 2016; KPMG 2018; Krumwiede 2019; PwC
2019; EY 2021; PCAOB 2021). To address the increasing prevalence of data visualization tools
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and the gap in decision sensitivity found between professionals and graduate students,
universities and academic instructors must emphasize and incorporate accounting data analytics
in their courses, so that students can be more prepared for their transition to the professional
workplace. The Buchheit et al. (2020) and Gibson et al. (2020) surveys suggest that there is also
a large gap between professionals’ knowledge of data visualizations and the knowledge required
to perform their job effectively. Even if students did perform similar to professionals, which is
not found in this study, the gap in data visualization knowledge between professionals and the
demand of their job role would motivate academics to emphasize accounting data visualizations.
The presence of both of these gaps underscores the need to incorporate accounting data analytics,
specifically data visualizations, in the accounting curriculum and in professionals’ continuing
education programs.
After finding significant differences in decision sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for
the comparison tasks, I investigate if a user’s cognitive load mediates the relation between graph
type and decision-making performance. I explore cognitive load by capturing a user’s perception
of their cognitive load and biometric evidence of cognitive load. Within all measures of
cognitive load, I do not find results that support the notion that cognitive load mediates the
relation between graph type and decision-making performance. This finding could suggest that
the results for these measures of decision effectiveness are driven by the gestalt principles of
proximity and similarity found in bar graphs and the gestalt principles of connectedness and
similarity found in line graphs.
For the compositional tasks, I find results indicating that there is no difference in decision
efficiency or effectiveness between pie graph users and stacked column graph users. While prior
literature surrounding the use of pie graphs either been strongly opposed or in favor of using pie
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graphs over alternative graph types, I find that users perform the same when given a pie graph or
a stacked column graph. Stacked column graphs were compared with pie graphs since these two
graph types were the two most commonly used graph types in my preliminary annual report
analysis for compositional data. Both of these graph types were also recommended by the Abela
Chart Chooser for compositional data. While I find no difference in decision-performance when
examining specific tasks performed, I do find an order effect that could suggest that when a user
completes multiple compositional tasks and component complexity increases, pie graphs
capitalize on the gestalt principle of proximity and stacked column graphs do not. Overall, the
lack of significant difference in decision efficiency and decision effectiveness between pie graph
users and stacked column graph users does not suggest that pie graphs or stacked column graphs
are superior to the other.
The results of this study yield valuable insights into the nature of the fit between graph
type and decision-making performance for accounting data analytics tasks. This study makes
significant contributions to existing literature and to accounting practice. First, I contribute to
cognitive fit theory by expanding the Shaft and Vessey (2006) Extended Cognitive Fit Model.
This study finds that in addition to internal problem representations having a relation with
external problem representations, characteristics of a problem-solving task can also influence the
fit of an external problem representation to a task. By finding evidence that characteristics of a
problem-solving task affect the overall fit of an external problem representation, we can better
understand factors that contribute to a decision-maker’s problem-solving performance. The
proposed modification to the Shaft and Vessey (2006) Extended Cognitive Fit Model provides
theoretical insight to aid in the understanding of how tasks and presentation formats interact. In
addition to contributing to cognitive fit literature, this study also contributes to cognitive load
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literature by expanding the use of the NASA TLX to the accounting domain and introducing the
use of biometric measures to capture evidence of cognitive load in an accounting data analytic
setting. While I do not find that cognitive load mediates the relation between graph type and
decision-making performance, I do find that when decision-makers perceive cognitive load to be
lower, they have greater decision accuracy and decision specificity when completing tasks of
high component complexity. Contrary to a user’s perception of cognitive load, I find no evidence
through the biometric measures of cognitive load to suggest that the cognitive load experienced
by a decision-maker affects their decision accuracy or decision specificity. This finding furthers
cognitive load literature by identifying differences between perceptual and evidential measures
of cognitive load.
Additionally, this study contributes to the gestalt theory of visual perception by
identifying how gestalt principles associated with graph types, such as the principles of
proximity and similarity found in bar graphs and the principles of connectedness and similarity
found in line graphs, can affect a decision-maker’s problem-solving performance. This study
expands on the work of Palmer and Rock (1994) and Ali and Peebles (2011; 2013), which
identify the gestalt principles associated with bar and line graphs, by providing empirical
evidence of decision-making outcomes when using these graph types. Lastly, this study
contributes to data visualization literature by providing empirical evidence of analytical
performance to compare against the recommendations proposed by Abela (2008) and Knaflic
(2015). Although both Abela (2008) and Knalfic (2015) consider component complexity in their
recommendations, this study finds that other task characteristics must be considered when
determining the optimal graph type. For example, Abela’s recommendation that a graph of
comparison data with many items would be optimally displayed through a line graph would be
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accurate if decision sensitivity was weighted significantly more than decision specificity. If
sensitivity and specificity were equally weighted or specificity was weighted more, Abela’s
recommendation of using a line graph would not be the optimal choice; rather, in this case a bar
graph should be preferred. The same scenario occurs when identifying the optimal graph for a
comparison task of low complexity. Ablea’s (2008) recommendation of a bar graph for
comparison tasks of low complexity would be the optimal choice if decision specificity is
emphasized, but if decision sensitivity is emphasized a line graph would be the optimal graph to
use. While Abela’s (2008) chart chooser recommends using a pie graph for all compositional
graphs that are shares of a total, I also do not find evidence to support using a pie graph over a
stacked column graph.
While prior data visualization literature has focused predominantly on a user’s recall
ability and perceptions of graphs, this study examines performance measures that provide
evidence of when a graph type is optimal for an accounting analytical task (Edell and Staelin
1983; Mayer 2001; So and Smith 2003; Bergen, Grimes, and Potter 2005). For data
visualizations of compositional data, prior studies have reported conflicting findings regarding
pie graphs and stacked column graphs. For example, Eells (1926) finds that pie graphs
outperform stacked column graphs for evaluating compositions, while Cleveland and McGill
(1984) find the exact opposite. This study addresses these conflicting results and examines
performance outcomes while addressing confounds that were present in both studies. This study
concludes that both pie and stacked column graphs yield the same decision-making performance,
thus supporting their continued use in annual reports.
This study should also be of interest to auditors and accountants who routinely perform
analytical tasks. While recommendations of which graph type to use are suggested by data
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visualization tools such as Microsoft Excel, Power BI, and Tableau, these recommendations do
not always align with recommendations made in data visualization literature such as the Abela
(2008) Chart Chooser and suggestions provided by Knaflic (2015). These conflicting
recommendations and the findings of Buchheit et al. (2020) and Gibson et al. (2020) that
accountants and auditors report low familiarity and experience with creating and interpreting
data visualizations suggest a need for data visualization guidance. This study provides empirical
evidence measuring decision-making performance in an accounting data analytics setting, and
specifically reports when one graph type would be optimal to use over another. The findings of
this study provide some guidance for these practitioners to create and analyze more optimal
forms of data visualizations and ultimately achieve greater decision-making performance.
While this study does provide empirical evidence of how the use of graph types affect
decision-making performance, there are scope restrictions and limitations to this study, which
provide opportunities for future research. This study focused specifically on graph types that
were most commonly used in the Fortune 100 annual report data. Future research could explore
how other graph types outside of line graphs, bar graphs, pie graphs, and stacked column graphs
affect decision-making performance. Another limitation of this study is that tasks chosen were
restricted in scope to comparison tasks and compositional tasks. Future research could examine
the other two categories of tasks found in the Abela (2008) Chart Chooser, which are relational
tasks and distributional tasks. This study also does not examine interactive data visualizations.
Future research could look at how interactive components of a graph change a decision-maker’s
task performance. Lastly, factors of big data such as volume, variety, and velocity are not
explored in this study. Future could also look at how these factors of big data affect a decisionmaker’s performance on accounting data analytic tasks.
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Appendix A: Stage One Graph Types
Bar Graph with Many Items
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Bar Graph with Few Items

108

Line Graph with Many Items
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Line Graph with Few Items
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Appendix B: Stage Two Graph Types
Pie Graph with Many Items

111

Pie Graph with Few Items
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Stacked Column Graph with Many Items

113

Stacked Column Graph with Few Items
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